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Introduction

Long ago, in the schoolrooms of Renaissance England, imitation was a method

of teaching and leaming. Schoolboys were expected to learn the fundamentals of

Latin, verse composition, and prose writing through the imitation of past masters.

Davis P. Harding's detailed study of this subject leads him to conclude that John

Milton "had been taught the mechanics of close imitation in verse, which involved

being soaked through and through with the phraseotogy and imagery of Ovid" (41).

Ovid held parricular interest for the young Milton and critics have noticed his

familiarity with the Roman's verse (Tillyard 10). Unlike other schoolboys, who most

likely loathed the dictations and lectures of the classroom (Harding. 33-4), Milton

relished the chance to create imitative poetry: "I had in my time, readers, as others

have who have good learning bestowed upon them, to be sent to those places where,

the opinion was, it might be soonest attained; and as the manner is, was not unstudied

in those authors which are most commended ... others were the smooth elegiac poets,

whereof the schools are not sca.rce" (Hughes 693). However, fa¡ from being a

schoolboy exercise, Milton's imitation of Ovid followed a time-honoured tradition of

creative imitation as a source of inspiration through conscious rivalry.

There was nonetheless a danger that phrases and even forms too long imitated

could be worn out, or made obsolete. Virgil and Ovid "had grasped, as Ennius and

his age had not grasped, the difficulty of giving contemporary and fresh meaning to

obsolete forms and materials" (Otis, Ovid 1). Virgil had imitated Homer in such a

way as to create "a quite new continuity of narrative, a quite new command of
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mythical and legendary material, an abiliry to use it for, not against, his central

Augustan theme" (Otis, Vireil 40). Ovid does virtually the same thing with his

Metamomhoses, creating a unity out of diverse elements (Otis, Ovid 2). Sixteen

hundred years later, Spenser helps to revive the Virgilian methods of imitation: "The

fabric of the Faerie Oueene is woven out of many elements--from the classics, from

the medieval literature, from contemporary poetry and romance and iconography--to

form a poetic universe unique to Spenser" (Tonkin 4). The fresh and unique poetry

which each of these gteat poets composed was built upon a foundation of poetry that

preceded their efforts. How imitation allows for the development of a distinctive style

for a poet must then have more to do with the poet's individual experience and world

view.

David Quint and Patricia Parker state of the Renaissance artist:

It was, in fact, the recognition that his experience
produced circumstances that the ancients had not and could
not have known that limited their authority over the
modern age and authorized the modern's appropriation of
their style and thought to his own pu{poses and
personality. He was presumably repeating the process of
self-creation through reading, which the ancient author
whom he read had himself undergone vis-a-vis still earlier
writers. (3)

Most Renaissance poets acquired the knowledge of the limitations of earlier writers

through exhaustive and constant imitation. This allowed for the experience which

would lead to greater insight and works. In A Theorv of Parody, Linda Hutcheon has

stated that parody is a form of imitation (6), and that parody "is a personal act of

supersession and an inscription of literary historical continuity" (35). Through constant

imitation of Ovid, Milton slowly grew to know the limits of Ovid's influence upon his

own poetry. This recognition allowed Milton to continue his search for a unique
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poetic universe. However, Milton began as any young man would, awkwardly and

immaturely. The realization of Ovid's limitations was a slow process which took

years. Still, during this time of growth, Milton created some truly good poenry while

coming to know Ovid, poeüry which reveals the process itself of poetic identification

and supersession.

There are two problems to be faced by most readers of Ovid's influence upon

Milton. The first is that Milton's Ovid, unlike the Renaissance Ovid portrayed by

Harding, is much closer to the parodist of Virgil and Catullus depicted by Otis than he

is to the "mythological" poet. The second problem grows out of a biographical

misconception of the young poet's religious dedication. As early as his Latin elegies,

Milton is assumed to have decided upon a Christian purpose for his poetry. "Rightly

understood," says William Parker, "the Elegia Sexta tells us as muçh about the young

Milton as a person and as an afiist. He can argue eloquently for both 'gay elegy' and

sublime poetry with good reason: he has just finished his first religious poem lNativirv

Odel, yet is not above composing another light elegy to send his friend." (70). parker

portrays Milton as a modestly ambivalent poetic personality who has little difficulty

trading classical for Christian inspiration. The usual assumption is that, from the time

he gave up Latin for English verse, Milton chose a sober style of poetry to reflect his

Christian seriousness: "In Elegy 6 (December-January 1629-1630) the innocent

neopagan gives way_to the aspíring poet-priest" (Bush, Milton 31). However, the

"aspiring poet-priest" is difficult to find once we notice the continuity in his early

poems about Christ with the world view and parodic techniques of his Latin elegies.

This premature conversion of the "neopagan" into the "Puritan poet" has eclipsed a

virn:ally Miltonic ovid who survives the transition from Latin to English and writes a
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verse which is quite as witty, playful, and mocking as that of the Roman Ovid.

Davis P. Harding says of Milton and his Latin elegies thai "Milton was too

much of a traditionalist to disregard the rules of the g¿rme . . . Sometimes the phrases

are borrowed outright; more frequently Milton deliberately varies the original

phraseology in accordance with such rules of imitation as those enunciated by Brinsley

and Hoole" (43-44). Yet Ha¡ding clearly shows that Milton broke tradition by "his

familiarity, at the age of eighteen, with the rest of Ovid's poetry, including the Amores

and the Ars Amatoria" (40). The Ovid Milton knew was not the moralized schoolboy

Ovid of the classroom, but an Ovid who wittingly subverted "high" gemes and higher

social pretensions. Nor was the poet Milton imitating that Christianized Ovid which

Douglas Bush attempts to show in his study of the Nativity Ode: "Not only is Christ

Pan--we are used to thaç-but he is also an infant Hercules who, paradoxically, controls

'the damned crew' of pagan divinities" (Mghglggy 268). As Milton broke tradition by

playing with the shape of the sensual Amores, so too does he ignore the traditional

conceptions of a Christianized Ovid. More accurately, Milton's earliest poetry is based

on an Ovidian attitude culminating in the Nativitv Ode's portrait of an Orphicalty

pagan Ch¡ist. Milton was never less Christian than in his early poety.

The porrait of Milton as an aspiring Christian or epic poet has its roots in

criticism which relies too heavily on biographical assumptions which strain the sense,

or obscure the pagan elements, of the early poems. Anthony I-ow endeavors to present

a tension between Christian and classical themes in the delighfully parodic Elegia

Sexta: "But, although Milton has preserved a Classical surface, in keeping with his

geffe and language, one need not read the poem as wholly Classical in spirit--indeed,

because of its openly Christian ending, one cannot" ("Sexta" 216). Anhur Ba¡ker's
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study of the Nativity Ode assumes that Milton underwent a conversion coresponding

to the Puritan's "sudden renewal of spirit, mind and purpose, after confusion and

paralysis of will" (167). These critics fail to anticipate what others have criticized as

an "anxiously arrogant art" which is more Platonic than Ch¡istian (Broadbent 30), or

have celebrated in postmodern terrns as "Milton's attempt to deprive previous texts of

their invulnerability as objects and force them to recognize Milton himself as subject"

(Flalpern 20). But Milton was neither as Platonic nor as Posnnodern as the revisionists

would like to think. The duplication of Ovid's parodic structures, the mockery of the

gods, eroticism, and humour, all suggest that whatever tensions existed in Milton's

mind, he was ultimately concerned in his early Latin and English poetry with reshaping

the influence of his poetic father. Only The Passion marks a sudden, fundamental

change in Milton's poetic outlook; but the earlier poetry displays a sharp, witty,

perfectly Ovidian manner.

One consequence of underestimating Milton's imitation of Ovid has been a

failure to understand the younger poet's earthy humour. The Cambridge undergladuate

whose prolusions show him as "proud, intolerant of mediocrity and with an aristocratic

preference for the intelligent few" (Tillyard 15) was also witty, coarse, irreverent, and

disrespectful of university and Church authorities. The lingering adolescent in Milton,

confused about sex, is revealed most clearly in his Latin elegies. However, Milton

was a quick leamer- and, through imitation of Ovid, his unsophisticated atútudes a¡e

swiftly sharpened into Ovidian wit and eroticism. Milton developed into an elegist as

fine as Ovid was in his day. As E. K. Rand has said of Eleeia Ouinta, "It is Pagan

from beginning to end, joyous in spirit, sensuous in flavour, perfect in form. Really if

Milton had written it on musty parchment and had somebody discovered it, the
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Classical pundits of his day would have proved beyond question by all the tests of

scholarship that a lost work of Ovid had come to light" (cited in Harding 27).

Likewise, Milton's humour develops while dealing with the complex parodic structures

which Ovid employed in his Amores and ]i!gþ, not to mention the Metamorphoses.

As a result, the Latin elegies employ a structure which is a clever inversion of the

structure of Ovid's Amores. The experience which these elegies portrays subsequently

enables him to proceed with a larger and more ambitious project.

Embarking upon the Nativitv Ode, Milton's faith in Ovidian poeúcs--particularly

the f,rgure of the mocking poet Orpheus--could not have disposed him to imagine a less

Christian child than the "dreaded infant" he created. However, the misreading or

neglect of the Latin elegies has provided critics with the single biographical motive

they need to change Milton prematurely into a Christian poet. They assume Milton

needed a new source of poetic inspiration after completing the Latin elegies. Arthur

Barker has concluded: "This poem strikes a note altogether new in his poetry, includes

an implied rejection of his earlier manne ... It is to be regarded as the testimony of

Milton's religious experience" (169). There is little evidence, however, of Milton's

disappointment with his "earlier manner" to justify the assumption that Milton found it

necessary to reject it. There is only the title, with its reference to "Christ's Nativity,"

a chorus of Nativity angels, and a brief preview of apocalyptic history to mark the

poet's participation in Ch¡istian culture. On the other hand, there is an Apollonian,

even Orphic, Christ exposing the scandal of love and the shame of Ovid's Venus to

mark the poet's deeper immersion in "neoteric" (Otis, Ovid 166), Roman poetry.

The terms of Milton's success in the Nativitv Ode nonetheless made his next

poem on Christ impossible to write. Of all his works, The Passion seems the most
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enigmaric; virrually nothing has been written on its place in Milton's Poems (1645).

Why is this unfinished poem included at all? The answer has to be that the Orphic

Christ who silenced the powers of nature (and the Mother) in the Nativitv Ode could

not preserve his carefully wrought harmony if he had to lie down and die; Christ-as-

Orpheus is only useful to the poet if he escapes the fate of Orpheus. So, Milton's

poem collapses once he realizes that his Orphic song can only triumph over nature, not

over death. The result is that Milton abandons The Passion and turns to a different

form of parody to exorcise the Ovidian influence from his poeûry.

The experience of The Passion furthered Milton's growth towa¡ds a unique

poetic style. The classical model of Ovid proved to be incompatible with his Christian

training. However, the companion poems, L'Alleqro and Il Penseroso, still suffer from

misconceptions created by the common misreading of the Latin elegies and the

liturgical "Christ" poems. Don Cameron Allen's assumption--ttrat Milton, "by a

continued mounting of the slopes of the intellect from common experience, to

intellectual experience, to religious inspiration" (17) in these two poems is

symptomatic; and so the poet "trusts to arrive at the supreme poetic gratification"

through a steady ascent from pagan to Christian truth. A corollary of this metaphoric

ascent has been the metaphoric fork in the road which Milton is supposed to have

reached in L'Alleqro and Il Penseroso; these two poems portray "two possible paths

that a young poet might tread" (Phelan i8). Yet the character of these two "paths" is

marked in the poems by common themes of incest and self-interest, and it would

appear that Milton himself chooses neither of them. Rather, he is completing his

Ovidian apprenticeship through an elaborate parody of Orphic song and its muses. The

exorcism of Ovid's type of Orphic song from his poetry is in fact the next logical step
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for a poet who has learned by imitation how the path he has travelled thus far has

been the wrong one.

The following chapters sketch in detail the apprentice poet's growth toward and

away from Ovid's world view. They try to show the erotic humour and parodic

methods Milton developed in the Latin elegies, and their inversion of Ovid's Amores.

Also, the Nativiw Ode is seen in a new light, comparable to Orpheus' attempt in

Metamorphoses X to control nature and mock the powers of love and death. But The

Passion, which is about "Christ's" death, cannot sustain such control in the face of

Christian history; Christ dies, or rather, Orpheus dies before the averted face of the

poet. The resulting parodies of Orpheus--the sustained exorcisms of L'Allegro and Il

Penseroso--secure Milton's poetic freedom from Ovid's influence. While A Mask

makes use of Ovidian mythology to dramatise the same type of parodic exorcism, it

does so in a Jonsonian masque, a form peculiar to the Renaissance, and so I have

confined my discussion to poems where Ovid's formal influence, not just his thematic

signature, is most evident. In the ironic evocation of "something like Prophetic strain,"

Milton's search for a new Christian, prophetic poetry stafis anew with a parody in

Lvcidas of other forms and influences: the pastoral elegy, Theocritus and Virgil. But

what he took with him from his apprenticeship to Ovid was a habit of parody which

opened old forms to new life.
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Chapter 1

Comic Elegy: Milton's Latin Apprenticeship To Ovid

John Milton's Latin elegies have suffered critically from the usual assumption

that they are works of a budding "Puritan" poel Critics have continually pictured

Milton as a young man constant in his aspirations to be a serious poet of God. James

Tho¡pe, a recent biographer, would have us believe that Milton was secure in his early

poetic development due to a secure relationship with God, his dedicated mission to be

a poet, and his endless quest for learning (3). These assumptions perpetuate old

misconceptions about Milton's early poetry as being sober, strictly mature, and devoted

to the praise of God.

What Thorpe, as well as many others, have forgotten is that Milton's Latin

elegies are ingenious imitations of the sexually-charged poet, Ovid. The elegies are

consistently playful, manipulating the conventions of Ovid's love poetry to suit

Milton's own ci¡cumstances. What did Milton acquire from this imitation of Ovid?

E.M.W. Tillyard believed that Milton gained very little from it: "The example of Ovid,

whom Milton admired to excess in his early years, was unfortunate. He copies Ovid's

elegiacs ... but his a¡dent temperament could not possibly find proper expression in so

narrow a form" (18).. If Milton had remained an elegiac poet he could not have found

proper expression for his enorrnous talent, but we know he moved on to new forms.

Still, with his "copies" of Ovid, Milton accomplished some of the finest examples of

the Renaissance tradition of imitation.

Davis P. Harding calls our attention to Milton's "mastery over the pure
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mechanics of imitation which so distinguishes his Latin verse" (27). Such technical

mastery, however, did not leave the young English poet immune to the mocking spirit

of the Roman poet who offered the best antidote to Virgilian gravitas. Ovid's method

relied on jeering contrast: "The majesty of the gods and of the epic code of behaviour,

and of the epic style itself, is now subjected to the unbearable strain of the ridiculous.

Even the effort to maintain it increases the comedy, the classic comedy of the

pompous deflated and abased" (Otis, Ovid 102). Linda Hutcheon views such imitation

as a parallel to modern parody: "Like parody, imitation offered a workable and

effective stance toward the past in its paradoxical strategy of repetition as a source of

freedom" (10). The greatest accomplishment, then, of Milton's Latin elegies might be

the poetic freedom he gained from his creative imitation of Ovid.

That Milton was so adept at emulation is due to a rich tradition of imitation as

the highest goal of literary art, to his own diligence, and to St. Paul's grammff school

(Flarding 32). Milton's headmaster at St. Paul's was Alexander Giil who promoted

study of Edmund Spenser which in turn made study of the classical models

indispensable (Tillyard 9). He also placed emphasis upon the humanist practice of

imitating classical authors in Latin and Greek, as set fonh by contemporary educators

like Brinsley and Hoole ftIarding 31). Their papers stressed imitarion along with

moral interpretation of the classics in order to foster Christian values. Milton certainly

assimilated the lessons on imitation. Davis Harding notes of Milton's Latin elegies:

"These poems embody just such grammar school principles of imitation as those set

fonh by Brinsley and Hoole" (34).

Douglas Bush reminds us, of course, that one way of imitating Ovid was to

read him allegorically, as George Sandys most certainly did in the cornmentary (1632)
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of his influential translation of the Metamorphoses (1626). "Sandys' list of authorities

ranges from Plato to Bacon ... Expositions may be theological, moral, euhemeristic,

scientific" (Mvtholqgy 25a). Translators and critics often tended, however, to find

more Christian truth in Ovid's verse than did his best poetic imitators. "Although the

allegorical theory of poeury had enabled Ovid and some Ovidian poers ro take on a

protective colouring, the best-known pieces, like Marlowe's and Shakespeare's, laid no

claim to hidden truth" (Bush, Mvtholoev 256). Milton, as Bush recognizæs, was not

one of those seeking truth in Ovid's verse; his Latin poems were anything but "anti-

pagan": "If we think of Milton's religious self-dedication to the office of the poet-

priest, of the Nativity, of his early pledge to live as ever in his great Task-master's

eye, and then turn to gay and mundane pieces in Latin, we may experience a slight

shock" @ythg]ggy 263). Yet even Bush concludes that "paganism was never more

innocent than here, for much of Ovid is left behind" (Mythqlggy 263).

Milton himself, however, would claim in Apologv for Smectymnuus that Ovid

was not so easily ieft behind, and rhar it was his elegies (AmoreÐ, not his

Metamomhoses, which came most naturally to him: "Whereof some were grave orators

and historians, whose matter methought I loved indeed, but as my age then was, so I

understood them; others were the smooth elegiac poets, whereof the schools are not

sca-rce, whom both for the pleasing sound of thei¡ numerous writing, which in imitation

I found most easy and most agreeable to nature's pafi in me, and for their maffer,

which what it is there be few who know not, I was so allured to read that no

recreation came to me better welcome" (Flughes 693).

At St. Paul's, it is not surprising that Milton chose to imitate the best elegiac

poet of his age. However, Milton's university, Cambridge, contributed to Milton,s
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imitation of Ovid in a different way. V/illiam Riley Parker describes Cambridge as

"an island, where worshippers at the shrine of the past seldom heard the remote and

restless waves of the present" (24). Acutely aware of Ovid's life as an exile, Milton's

own rustication from Cambridge for a disagreement with his first tutor made him feel

the poignancy of the Tristia's elegiac metre. For it was at Cambridge, with its

heritage of Aristotelian medievalism, that Milton wrote almost all of his Latin elegies

(Wilson 23). St. Paul's had provided Milton with the ability and expertise to imitate

Ovid's poerry, but Cambridge made him feel his true solidarity with the man who

suffered exile.

That Milton felt such a kinship with Ovid while at Cambridge is not difficult to

understand. His own situation at Cambridge promotes the idea that he saw himself as

a poet in exile, as Ovid was in Tomis. St. Paul's had been his intellectual "city of

delights" Glggia nima 85), and scholastic exile at the "sedgy Cam" (Elesta Prima 11)

compared badiy to it. During his actual "exile" from Cambridge, due to a temporary

suspension (Miller, "Chappell" 77), Milton playfully compared Ovid's exile and his

own in Eleeia Prima: "Ah! Would that the bard who was a pitiful exile in the land of

Tomis had never had to bear anything worse! Then he would have yielded nothing to

Ionian Homer and you, O Maro, would have been stripped of your prime honours"

(21-24). This passage is full of compassion for Ovid but the underlying comparison

between Ovid and Milton features Milton's re-creation, and improvement on, Ovid's

situation.

One logical step for the Renaissance artist brought up on imitation as the

highest ideal of art would be to seek such imitation in his life through the experiences

of the master. Milton's defiant attitude at Cambridge echoes the exiled Ovid, who in
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his Tristia is no more bold or humorous than Milton was in his exile from London. It

would have been amusing to have witnessed the reaction of some of the members of

that isolated, insular academic community when Milton stood in front of his colleagues

and teachers and spoke of his assigned scholastic research with all the bitterness of an

intellectual outcast. In his Prolusion Against Scholastic Philosophv, Milton states:

"How often have I wished that I had been set to shovel out the Augean Ox-stalls

rarher than struggle with such assignments" (Hughes 605). Leo Miller observes a

coûrmon attitude expressed in P¡olusion III and Elegia Prima: "Is it mere chance that

his Latin Elegy I to Charles Diodati echoes the same plaint: Quam male Phoebicolis

convenit ille locus, how ill that place suits the worshippers of Phoebus?" (81) In

another prolusion, Milton describes the effects of endless philosophical discussions like

those practiced at Cambridge: "The natural consequence has been that the most elegant

dishes at Philosophy's banquet, as rich as the plates of the gods themselves, now

nauseate her guests. For the usual fate of the student who cons the mighty volumes of

the philosophers and handles them day and night, is to be sent away in greater

confusion than he came" (Hughes 606).

These instances of bitterness can be said to motivate Milton's imitation of Ovid.

But, by imitating Ovid's cha¡acter and situation, as well as his poetry, Milton seems to

have sought a way to free himself from stifling conventions of learning, and even from

a hypocritical "Augustan" morality, not unlike that endured by the bard who became "a

pitiful exile in the land of Tomis" GIçS¡A Prima 22).
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i: Elegia Prima

The primary lesson Milton iearned from his study of Ovid at St. Paul's School

was the use of parody of established forms and conventions. Ovid was a master at

"giving contemporary and fresh meaning to obsolete forms and materials" (Otis, Ovid

1). Almost always, Ovid's parodic style contained the laughter of a poet turning

conventions upside-down. E. J. Kenney has noted the debt to established writers and

even the brand of humour which the Amores owes: "Nothing had been farther from his

thoughts than love or elegy when he embarked on the composition of a successor to

the Aeneid, only to have Cupid appear and ruthlessly mutilate the metre, so turning

him willy-nilly into an elegist. This is a brilliant perversion, both .of generic posture

and of well-known literary motifs" (Kenney xiv).

Eleeia Prir,na begins Milton's sequence of elegies which imitates Ovid's own

manipulation of convention. As mentioned, Milton saw himself as an exile like Ovid.

Yet it is the very conventionality of this role which Milton cleverly parodies. In his

introductory lines, Milton emphasizes the location of his friend, Charles Diodati,

placing him at a remote end of England: "There is great delight, believe me, in the

fact that remote regions have bred a heart that is loving and a head so devoted to me,

that I have a claim for a charming comrade upon a distant land" (Elegra Prima 5-7).

Immediately following, Milton describes his exile in ærms which compleæly reverse

the situation of the Ovidian exile:

I am in the city which the Thames washes with its tidal
waters and I am willingly detained in my dear native
place ...
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But if this be exile, to have returned to the paternal home
and to be carefree to enjoy a delightful leisure, then I have

no objection to the name or to the lot of a fugitive and I
am glad to take advantage of my banishment

@lggg Prima 9-10, 17-20)

This exile, which places Diodati far from England's hub and Milton exactly where he

wishes to be, is a marvelous parody of an established form. Milton, the "exile" at

home, would appear to remind us of his model and his debt to Ovid in the following

lines: "Ah! Would that the bard who was a pitiful exile in the land of Tomis had

never had to bear anything worse. Then he would have yielded nothing to Ionian

Homer and you, O Maro, would have been conquered and stripped of your prime

honours" Cþgia p¡ma 2I-24). And yet Milton himself is "banished" to the capital,

and so might expect to outdo his mentor in "stripping" Virgilius Maro of his "prime

honours."

Having turned the literary convention of exile upside down, Milton then

borrows quite freely from another Ovidian convention: "Here my hours are free to be

dedicated to the Quiet Muses, and my books, which are my life, quite carry me away.

V/hen I am tired, the magnificence of the arched theatre diverts me and the chattering

actors invite me to applaud them" @lggia nima 25-27). While these actors have been

noted as conventional stock figures in Roman comedies (Hughes 8 n.27), they appear

in Ovid's Amores as "props" to the poet's vast ambitions:

Unlike my forebears, while youth holds me high,
Will not pursue a soldier's dusty life,
Or study wordy statutes and the strife
Of courts of law or make my thankless choice
In politics to prostitute my voice?
Your aims are mortal, mine's eternal fame ...
Menander lives while fathers rage, slaves cheat,
Pimps have no shame and whores charm in the street.

(I xv 3-7, 17-18)
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Milton's diversions in London are part of the same literary game--to train him to

"live" in art, rather than in the "dusty life" of the army or other public pursuits.

With his goal clearly spelled out Milton begins his conscious effort to display

his ability at Ovidian playfulness. His description of Tragedy, who "with streaming

hair and rolling eyes, tosses her blood-stained sceptre in her ftenzy" (E]eda Prima 37),

is a calculated echo of Amores III, i:

Then Tragedy strode up, a stormy presence'

Scowling, her mantle trailing on the ground,
Her left hand brandishing a royal sceptre,
And on her feet high Lydian buskins bound. (11-14)

What Milton achieves by this allusion is a wholesale borrowing of the comic

convenrion of a debate between Elegy and Tragedy for the loyalty of the poet. Ovid's

Tragedy states:

Won't you ever end your loving,
You poet clinging to your chosen line?
Your naughty morals are the crossroads' gossip,
The after-dinner tattle over wine. Qlmoreq III i 15-18)

But Milton, iike Ovid, shrugs off Tragedy in favour of love, even if he is more aware

of the potential tragedy of love itself: "at times when an unhappy youth must leave his

joys untasted and is torn away from his love to perish lamentably" (Elesia Prima 41-

2).

Quite as abruptly as Ovid, Milton thus turns his back on Tragedy at the sight

of a pretty giri: "Ah, how many times have I been struck dumb by the mhaculous

grace of a form which might make decrepit Jove young again" @]egia nima 55-56).

Here, he even styles himself as "a visitor to the grove where the elms stand close

together and in the magnificent shade of a place just beyond the city's confines" (49-

50), much as Ovid does in the stylized debate between Tragedy and Elegy:
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There stands an ancient grove unhewn for ages
Wherein some deity might well reside
It has a holy spring, a rock-roofed grotto,
And birds pour their plaints on every side.
There in woodland shadow I was strolling
And wondering what my Muse's next work would be.

@mores trI i 1-6)

The purpose of this echo is to remind the reader how Ovid playfully manipulates

Tragedy's character so he can ignore her demanding needs. In a clever sexual joke,

Ovid makes his choice in favour of the quick "wants" of Elegy. He is willingly

forced into the pleasure of elegiac love:

One [Tragedy] honours me with sceptre and tall buskin,
My narrow throat swells with a surge of song.
The other lElegy] gives my love eternal glory;
So, Elegy, combine short lines with long.
Please, Tragedy allow your bard a breather.
You are eternal toil, her wants are short.
She gave me leave. Quick, lÆves, while I've the leisure
A greater work is waiting to be wrought.

[A¡soreg trI i 63-70)

Ovid remains with Elegy because she promises him far more attractive "work."

While imitating this decision, Elegia Prima changes the whole tone of Ovid's

eroticism. For Milton's conception of beauty and love remains bookish and youthfully

idealistic. He observes in the grove: "Ah! how many times have I seen eyes which

outshine jewels and all the stars that wheel about either pole, necks which excel the

arms of Pelops the twice-living" Clggþ ni¡qa 55-57). The reference to the ivory-

shouldered Pelops can only bring to mind his te¡rible dismemberment and subsequent

reassembly Cag¡glqgrpholgg VI 400-411). "Necks which excel the arms of Pelops the

twice-living" are kept safely distant as "the stars that wheel about either pole." Unlike

' Ovid, there is no imagining of the sexual act, just this spectacle of distant beauty in

his native city:
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The stars that shine down upon you in the calm sþ, are

fewer than the radiant host in your streets--maidens 'whose
forms and golden ornaments dazzle the eye. Venus, the
giver of life (it is believed) has come hither, drawn by her

twin doves and escorted by her quiver-bearing soldiery.
Apleeia Prima 79-82)

Milton's rendering of elegiac love thus remains innocently playful.

Nonetheless, the modern "exile"-poem ends on a note which takes the reader by

surprise: "But for my part--whiie the blind boy's indulgence permits it--I am preparing

the speediest possible departure from this city of delights--preparing, with the help of

d.ivine moly, to secure the safety of distance from the infamous halls of the deceiver,

Circe" GIggU Prima S5-S8). The reference to Circe, the enchantress, recalls the more

traditional dangers of love to ensnare and trap the poet. Only with the help of moly,

a flower Ulysses used to keep the charms of Circe at bay in the Metamorphoses (XIV

290), is Milton able to forsake his pleasurable exile. This antitheúcal passage becomes

clearer when one recalls that Ovid is also hurried to a decision between Tragedy and

Elegy in Amores III, i, because "a gteater work is waiting to be wrought" (70).

Milton playfully parodies Ovid's decision by being huried away from love because he

is being forced back to school.

In any event, the later poet pretends to grudge his desertion of his mistress

Elegy: "it is decided also that I am to go back to the reedy fens of the Cam and

return again to the hum of the noisy school" (þlga prima 89-90). Yet it must be

with tongue in cheek that Milton gives up the halls of the deceiver, Circe. His last

line, "accept this small tribute of a loyal friend and these few words that have been

forcedintoa1ternatingmeasures''(E!@92),onlyreconfirmshisdesiretobean

elegist in the parodic manner of Ovid who makes an opposite kind of farewell in
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Amores I, i:

Farewell, you strains
Of steely war! Fa¡ewell to you,
And to your epic metre too!

Muse, wreathe your golden tresses
With myrtle of the sea,

And in eleven stresses
Compose our poetry. (27-30)

As it is beyond Ovid's control to halt his epic from turning into an elegy, Milton is

also "forced" into elegiac metre. The clever use of conventions thus illustrates

Milton's conscious imitation of Ovidian situations and his winy application of them to

his own circumstances.

ii: Elegia Secunda

Milton's second Latin elegy is a memorial poem. Richard Ridding, who was

the beadle of Cambridge University, died in 1626 when Milton was seventeen (Flughes

12 n.1). The poem was written on the occasion of Ridding's death and is addressed to

him. Given the practice of fastening poems to the bier of the deceased, Milton's elegy

most likely hung alongside others for all to see (Flughes 13 n.22). For those who

adhere to a concept of Milton as a religious poet, Elegia Secunda remains a serious

memorial to the beadle. In performance, however, the poem confirms Milton's early

commitment to a comic form of elegy, and betrays his adolescent ambivalence to\¡/ards

the subject of sex.
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David Daiches has said of Eleeia Secunda that "it was an ingenious piece of

mythologizing, where the beadle was likened to a whole series of classical

mythological figures. It was presumably intended to be mock-heroic, though the

elaborate comparisons of a university official to figures in Greek and Roman legend

may well have been meant more seriously by the young Milton than it is taken by us

today" (25). "Presumably" is a curious expression of academic ambivalence, since the

modern critic doesn't know whether he should laugh or anticipate an epic. Yet Ovid's

own elegiac play with the conventions of epic Gmoreq I, i) reminds us that Milton's

"heroic" comparisons of the beadle to Greek and Roman figures can only be called

serious when one ignores the dubious context from which they are taken.

The tongue-in-cheek humour of Elesia Secunda is at the expense of the beadle,

showing immediately a touch of youthful tastelessness. The decea.sed beadle was

responsible for order and leading the students to meetings and other functions (Flughes

12 n.l). Milton pictures him "so often conspicuous with your glittering mace" @lgru

Secunda 1). Does Milton picture him this way because the mace was particularly

beautiful or is it because the beadle atnacted attention to himself by his use of it?

The latter seems more probable as Milton describes the beadle assembling "the

Palladian host" (Eleeia-Secunda 2). The reference to Pallas Athene, the goddess of

wisdom, can only be ironic, considering what Milton thought of Cambridge students as

the products of schoiastic drudgery (Hughes 12 n.1). In his third prolusion, Asainsr

Scholastic Philosophy, Milton states: "And now I shall abundantly convince you out of

my heart's judgement, if I shall succeed in persuading you, O my auditors, to relax

your study of these enornous and near monstrous volumes of the so-called subtle

doctors" (Hughes 605). The light cast upon the beadle, since he is given the role of
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overseer to the scholastic foolishness of Cambridge, is hardly flattering since he has

"become prey of the last of the beadles, Death, who shows no favour even to her own

profession" @lggig_Secunda 3-4). The servant of Pallas Athene is bound over in the

end to Hades, having served the death of learning all his life.

The undergraduate humour of Elegia Secunda comes from the repeated sly

allusions Milton makes to Ovid's gods and their offenses against Virgilian maiestas

and dignitas: "Though your brows were whiter than the plumes in which we are told

that Jove was disguised, you were none the less worthy to have your youth restored by

the drugs of Haemonia" (Eþgiê_Secgnda 5-7). That Ridding's brows were white

indicates his old age but that they were whiter than Jove's plumes suggests something

else. In Ovid's Metamomhoses, Arachne tells us of further sexual exploits of Jove,

including the fateful story of l,eda: "She wove, and pictured I.eda .as she lay / Under

the white swan's wings" (VI 109). "Ovid's purpose is obvious. The divine majesty or

dignity ... is deflated at the first touch of love ... Homer, of course, had no difficulty

in handling the amorous dealings of the gods, but Ovid's comedy is not Homeric. His

gods, though they may act iike Homer's, are nevertheless measured by a Virgilian

standard. The resultant incongruity is what makes them ridiculous" (Otis, Ovid 104).

Hardly a god, but still a responsible official of a great university, Milton's

beadle suffers no less than Ovid's Jove from such comic incongruity. But the next

allusion to old Aeson, father-in-law to Medea, also links the beadle to witchcraft

(where, to undergraduates of our own day, it might link him to drug-dealing): "you

were none the less worthy to have your youth restored by the drugs of Haemonia and

to be endued with the power to live to an Aesonian old age" (ELegla Secunda 7-8).

As Ovid writes in the Metamorphoses: "when Aeson drank, / Through wound and lips,
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at once his hair and bea¡d, / White for long years regained their raven hue" (Vtr 287-

89). Of course, the incongruity is not all at the beadle's expense; Milton's shifting

pattern of sly allusion weakens the structural coherence of his poem as well. The

poetic performance turns into an argumentum ad hominem, with most of the points to

the "argument" confined to the undergladuates who knew him. In a more obvious

allusion, however, the beadle is associated with the tattling bird of Phoebus: "You

deserved that, at the repeated prayer of the goddess, Coronides should use his healing

art to recall you from the Stygian waves" @legia Secunda 9-10). In the second book

of the Metamorphoses, Ovid tells of the white Raven who was rurned black because he

foolishly told Apollo of his lover Coronis's infidelity: "As for the raven, whose report

was right / And hopes ran high, he turned him black as night, / Banned from the

breed of birds whose colour's white" (II 63i-32). Aesculapius, the god of healing, is

then ripped by his father Apollo from the womb of the faithless mistress. By

identifying the god of healing as the son of Coronis, not of Apollo, Milton thus

reminds his knowing readers of the fate of all tale-bea¡ers, but especially of the kind

that inhabit academic campuses.

The behaviour of the beadle is made even more comical when Milton highlights

Ridding's official work as a messenger: "If you were bidden by your Apollo to go--a

swift messenger--and convene the files of gownsmen, you were like ... Eurybates when

he delivered the stern orders of his chief, Atrides, in the presence of the angry

Achilles" (!]Cgla Secunda 12, 1.5-16). Since Agamemnon opens the Iliad by

demanding the girl Briseis from Achilles to replace the daughter of Apollo's priesr,

Eurybates effecrually takes the part of a pimp (I 183). V/hether Richard Ridding's

masters ever required such service, the beadle himself is made guilty by poetic
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association. The offîce, it seems, is truly "classic" whatever the character of the man.

Finally, Milton ends his poem by asking the queen of sepulchers: "Why do you

not make your prey of those that a¡e useless burdens of the earth? That is the rabble

which ought to be made the target of your darts" @leøa Secun¿a 19-20). In a mock

appeal to class distinctions, Milton asks Prosperpine, Queen of the Underworld, to rid

the world instead of "useless burdens," and to spare all such as Richard Ridding who

are so "useful" to their betters: "Therefore grieve for this man, O Academe, in robes of

black ... Let wailing Elegy herself pour out her sad dirge and fill all the schools with

its sound" @þúSgcu¡¿a 21,24-5).

Milton succeeds in two ways with Eleeia Secunda. First, he uses Ovidian

methods of parody to deflate the dignity and "majesty" of official pomp at Cambridge.

Secondly, he becomes much more playful with his sexual jokes even though he is still

quite far from the eroticism of Ovid. Overall, the poem is a successful attempt at the

ribald humour of Ovid, providing many lessons which Milton applied in what was

likely his next work.

iii: Elegia Tertia

If there is such a thing as an Ovidian state of mind, Milton strove for it with

considerable success in Eieeia Tertia. "A modern reader, knowing Milton's later

hatred of Episcopacy, may recall his early verses in eulogy of two Anglican bishops

and ponder the apparent change in attitude," notes his modern biographer (Parker 35).
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Yet a more careful, "intertextual" reading shows anything but sober respect for a dead

bishop of the Church of England in Eleeia Tertia. In fact, Larrcetot Andrewes is

commemorared in terms which recall Ovid's deflation of the majesty and dignity of

Virgil's Olympians.

The key, as usual, to Milton's ironic inversion is the sequence of allusion, but

this time the panern is taken mostly from a single poem--Ovid's {ry I, v,

celebrating the erotic visit to the poet of his mistress Corinna in the middle of an

afternoon. "Not delaying," writes Milton," I sought rest for my limbs in the depths of

my bed" ("Nec mora, membra cavo posui refovenda cubili") Gleeia Tertiê 35). "Nec

mora" (not delaying), Ovid writes in the Amores f, vi: "I used to be scared of the dark

... Not delaying, Love came" (9, 13). But love comes in the half-dusk of a shuttered

room in Amores I, v, just after Ovid states: "I laid my limbs to re.st in the middle of

my couch" ("adposui medio membra levanda toro") (2). That Milton's echo of this

erotic elegy is no accident is borne out by his concluding echo of the final line: "May

dreams like these often befall me!" ("Talia contingant somnia saepe mihi") (ElegiA

Tertia 68), he exclaims after his consummate vision of Bishop Andrewes in heaven;

"proveniant medii sic mihi saepe dies" ("Come often in the middle of my days!")

@moreS I v 26), Ovid exclaims after his consummate "vision" of Corinna in the

middle of the afternoon. The dream convention of Elesia Tertia is thus deflated, both

early and late; not even the Christian heaven is too sacred for a joke at the expense of

the Bishop.

Yet the greatest damage to the dignity of bishops comes in the middle of the

p@ñ, in the midst of heaven itself: "lo, suddenly Winchester's bishop stood before me

and a starry light shone in his glorious face. A robe of shining white fell flowing
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down to his golden sandals and a white fillet enci¡cted his divine head" @leøa fenia

53-56). Even in transiation, some of the parallel phrasing is evident:

In came Corinna in a long loose gown,
Her white neck hid with tresses hanging down;
So to her many lovers came Lais,
Or in her bedroom fair Semiramis.
I snatched her gown; being thin the harm was small ...

I hugged her tight.
And next - all know! 6more.q I v 9-13, 24-25)

But in Latin, the evidence is more precise:

Ecce mihi subito praesul Wintonius astat,

Sidereum nitido fulsit in ore iubar;
Vestis ad auratos defluxit candida talos.
Infuia divinum cinxerat alba caput. (Eþeia Tertia 53-56)

Ecce, Corinna venit, tunica velata recincta,
Candida dividua colla tegente coma. @lqores I v 9-10)

Milton's extended transference of Ovidian epithets to this new coilext hints at his

desire, even at this early stage of his development, to poke fun at what he seems to

regard as unmerited majesty and unwanted hierarchy.

One conventional Ovidian situation cleverly introduces the reader to another in

Milton's scheme. His opening complaint to Death is a carefully structured imitation of

Ovid's time-worn scene between himself and the Porter in Amores I, vi. The tone is

simila¡ to Milton's poem, only the characters are different. This provides us with an

insight into Milton's desi¡e. Ovid complains to the Porter:

Porter! too bad you're chained by your hard shackle,
Open this tiresome door, undo the bar.
I don't ask much ...

Give me my due: you've got the chance to give it.
(JAmoresIvi 1-3,23)

Milton's similar complaint is that Death is unsatisfied with power over the world of

sexual love, and must have life as well:
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O, fell Death, goddess second to Taltarean Jove, are you
not satisfied ...
that power is given to you over the herb-bearing fields and
that the lilies, the crocuses and the rose, that is sacred to
the beautiful Cypris, wither when touched by your
poisonous breath? ...
Envious one, when such vast power has been gtanted you,
what pleasure is there in staining your hands with human
slaughter. @legia fenia 16-22, 26-27\

But to reduce Death to the conventional role of a porter is also to overturn the

traditional notions of hierarchy.

The end of Milton's complaint signals the beginning of the dream which Milton

then describes in detail. Fi¡st, he sets the time: "While I was weeping and entertaining

such meditations in my heart, the dewy Hesperus rose out of the western sea and

Phoebus--afær measuring his course from the Orient--had sunk his chariot in the

Spanish Ocean" @lggia Tertia 31-34). The coming of night is much used in Ovid's

Amores to signal the time for love and lovers. In Amores I, vi, Ovid says:

Yet once I feared the night and empty phantoms,
Amazed when people in the dark would go:
Cupid laughed in my ear with his sweet mother,
And whispered 'Ovid, you'll be brave, you too,
And in a trice love came. (9-13)

The setting of Amores I, v, also includes an illusion of the coming of night: "To rest

my limbs upon a bed I luy. / One shutter closed, the other open stood, / Which gave

such light as lies within a wood, / Ltke twilight shade at setting of the sun" (2-3).

Milton parodies Ovid by not waiting for love to come "in a trice," but rushing to greet

the coming of love: "Not delaying, I sought rest for my limbs in the depths of my

bed" (Eiggia Tertia 35).

The dream then begins with a location described in terms of great abundance,

delicacy, and rich aromas:
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There all things were radiant with rosy light, like
mountain-crests flushing in the morning sunshine. The
earth was brilliant in a garb of many colours, as it is
when the child of Thaumas scatters her wealth abroad.
Chloris, the goddess beloved by delicate Znphyt, did not
deck the gardens of Alcinous with such various
flowers ...
Through the perfumed opulence stole the light breath of
Favonius--the dewy breath that is born beneath myriad
roses. (Eleeþ-Tertig 39-44, 47-48)

These images imitate and modify Ovid's description of the world's golden age found

in the Metamorphoses:

The world untroubled lived in ieisured ease.

Earth willingly, untouched, unwounded yet
By hoe or plough, gave all her bounteous store ...

Springtime it was, always, for ever spring,
The gentle zephyrs with their breathing balm
Caressed flowers that sprang without a seed.

(r 100-02, 107-8)

Milton's landscape bluntty highlights the sexual freedom of Ovid's golden age, as

Ovid's golden age is described as being "unconstrained, / With heart and soul, obedient

to no Ia*" Qlglelggp@ I 39-90). Milton forms his dream world upon this ideal,

evidently emphasizing its sexual aspects. Even the reference to Chloris and Tnphyr

features a sexual encounter that can be found in Ovid's Fasti (V 195-398). The breath

of Favonius, the Latin name for Zephyr (Hughes 23 n.47), is seen caressing flowers in

Ovid's golden age. This entire passage describing Milton's dream world is a

collection of sexually delightful stories in imitation of Ovid's golden age.

However, Milton's dream world is more than just a world of carefree sex.

Further images suggest that Milton's narrator is in the realm of Phoebus Apollo, the

god of poetry, as described in Ovid's story of Phaethon in the Metamorphoses. The

d¡eam world looks very much like the palace of the Sun: "Such a place, on the distant
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shores of the land of the Ganges, do men imagine the home of the monarch, Lucifer,

to be" (þleeia Tertia 49-50). Phaethon uavels to India to reach the Palace of the sun,

the home of his father, Phoebus Apollo (Vtetgrnglphoseq I760-79). Milton's reference

to the "Hesperian Tagus" @lgglg_fenia 46) also reminds us of the story of Phaethon.

That river's gold was melted in Phaeton's reckless charge through the heavens with the

chariot of the sun @q4lqorphoses. tr,252-53). Milton's narator stands, "looking with

admiration at rhe shining landscape" G]ggia Terrla 51). Phaethon also is in the

presence of a gteat light: "Then Phaethon ... / made his way direct / Into the presence

and there stood afat, / Unable to approach the dazzling light" C4g¡qlqglphoses tr 19,

22-3). From these comparisons, the setting of Milton's poem also reflects the home of

Phoebus Apollo, the god of poetry, whose part as a "fatuous father" had nearly brought

about a new destruction of the world by fire: "Unlike the flood, this is no theodicy but

sheer accident and irresponsible folly ... If the flood was due to human wickedness,

this disaster was due only to divine folly. It was Phoebus' amatory and paternal

sentiments, his ridiculous promise and oath, that had caused all the trouble. A god

had put himself at the mercy of an irresponsible boy" (Otis, Ovid 115-16).

Milton's narrator is no Phaethon, seeking paternal confirmation and power for

himself, though 'Winchester in his palace begins to sound like a double of the divine

philanderer: "Winchester's Bishop stood before me and a starry light shone in his

glorious face ... a white fillet encircled his divine head" Clegia Terria 53-54).

Compare this description with the portrait of Phoebus in the Metamomhoses:

Then his father laid
Aside the dazzling beams that crowned his head
And bade him come ...
Grief and remorse flooded his father's soul,
And bitterly he shook his glorious head. (Il 40-42,49-50)
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Of course, the story of Phaethon ends badly, with the destruction of the boy. And so

it is the "boy," and not the "god," who ends this poem "weeping," reversing the

outcome of Ovid's story as he is "banished" from "the delights" of his "father's

kingdom," if only in a visionary dream which cannot survive his waking.

This inversion of the Phaethon story hints at the folly of a grave divine while

sparing the na¡rator from tragedy. Taken together with the ironic reversal of the

Corinna story, it points to the young poet's growing power to subvert conventional

authority while creating a more extended and more coherent, poetic structure. Elegia

Tertia subtracts from the power of bishops only to enlarge the power of the poet

himself.

iv: Elegia Quarta

Milton's tutor, Thomas Young, was a Scottish, anti-episcopal pastor who taught

Milton Latin while he was still a boy at St. Paul's (Hughes 25). Some years later,

Elegia Ouarta was written to Young because he was in exile at Hamburg due to

religious persecution (Hill 26). Elegia Quarta, being addressed to the former tutor of

the young undergraduate, is the fust elegy that includes a distinct element of religion.

Yet Milton's subversion of hierarchy and authority in Elegia Tertia still casts its

shadow on Elegia Quarta as he undertakes a separation of poetic and religious forms

of immortality. He demonstrates that his imitation of Ovid has aided him in forming

an idea of poetic immortaliry as being essentially separate from religious immortality.
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As in Eleqia Tertia, the allusive roles which Milton plays are important in

interpreting his poem. The careful reader will find that when tøiiton refers to Thomas

Young in Eleqia Ouarta it is aiways with Christian overtones. Milton urges his letter

to fly to Hamburg where "a pastor lives, who is illustrious for his honour of the

primitive faith and well instructed how to feed the sheep that love Christ" (p!gg¡4

Ouarta 17-18). When musing over the state in which the letter may find Young,

Milton alters Ovid's Tristia III, vii--("You will find her sitting beside her sweet

mother, or else you will find her / Among her books and the writings the Muses

inspire in her" [3-4])-+o create a Christian setting:

Perhaps you will find him sitting with his sweet wife,
fondling the dear pledges of their love on his lap, or
perhaps turning over the mighty volumes of the Old
Fathers or the Holy Scriptures of the true God, or watering
tender souls with the dew of heaven--which is the grand
affair of healing religion. Aqçgtr agarta 41-46)

Milton compares Young to Christian figures who went through forced exile, like the

pastor, into biblical fame. The figures he imagines as representative of Young are all

exiled Christians:

In just this way the Tishbite prophet long ago walked the
byways of the desert with unaccustomed steps and trod the
rough sands of Arabia when he fled from the hands of
King Ahab and from your hands also, O vindictive
Sidonian woman. In this way Cilician Paul was driven
out of the Emathian city with his flesh bleeding from the
hissing scourge; as the ungrateful citizenry of frshy
Gergessa bade Jesus himself to depart from their coasts.

Cþer auana 97-104)

While the figure of Ovid as an exile was important to Milton, the exiled Young is; in

his role as religious exile, included in the circle of those who influence the young

poet.
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And so things sacred, it would seem in Young's case, rernain sacred, beyond

the deflating touch of incongruous allusion. Even the "aegis" of Zeus or Pallas Athene

Gliad V 735) must be cleansed of improper association: "For you shall be secure under

the radiant aegis of God ... He who wiped out so many Assyrian soldiers in a silent

night under the walls of Zion" C]gg¡¿_agarta lll-Lz). And yet the very situation of

the poem, much less its phrasing, continues to be reminiscent of Ovid. For Milton

begins his poem with an Ovidian apostrophe to his letter: "Swiftly my letter, dart

across the boundless ocean" (þlgg¡ê_Qge44 1). This passage is notably similar to

Ovid's Tristia: "Go to salute my Perilla, you hastily scribbled epistle, / Become the

faithful retainer of all the things I shall say" (III vii i-2). Even as Ovid worries in

exile that his pupil has ceased to write, so Milton tries to reassure his former teacher

that he continues on in his poetic ambition. The pupil now acknowledges in a poem

the debt which the ancient teacher once claimed from the pupil in his poem: "LJnder

his guidance I first visited the Aonian retreats and the sacred lawns of the twin-peaked

mountain. I drank the Pierian waters and by the favour of Clio I th¡ice wet my blessed

lips with Castalian wire" (plggig_Ouarta 3l-32). To Perilla, Ovid writes: "I was rhe

fust to conduct your genius toward the Pegasean Springs / Lest your vein of prolific

water should shrink and go evilly dry" Clrisüe trI vii 15-16).

In other respects, however, the roles of teacher and pupil are quite reversed.

Ovid says, "Abandon, my dear colleague, your reasons for writing no verse / And

return to your arts and as a priestess preside in your temple again" G!i!!!¿ trI vü 31-

32). Conversely, Milton does not hesitate to instruct his teacher: "And for your pan--

because hope is the right of the unhappy--remember to hope, and let your

magnanimous heart triumph over your misfortunes" (Eþglg_fu,arta 123-4). As for his
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own delay in wriúng, Milton justifies himself by a comparison to.Ulysses: "Late

indeed but loyal was the $eeting which the daughter of Icarius, Penelope, received

from her long-delaying husband" (ELggiê_Q@ 55-56). The pupil thus makes himself

the active agent while the teacher, like Penelope, can only wait.

Altogether to the contrary, Ovid, still active as a poet, writes:

Look at me! Although I've lost my fatherland, you, and my household
I am nevertheless companioned by my talent and I still enjoy it.
Whoever wishes can take my life with his terrible weapon;
Although I should die my fame would remain immortal for me.

@!g¡þ Itr vii 45-50)

Here, it seems, the Christian minister is like Penelope in simply remaining faithful,

though his security is hardly of his own making:

Even though you are beset by flashing arms and though a

thousand shafts threaten you with death, your unarmed
breast shall not be violated by any weapon and no spear
shall drink of your blood. For you shall be secure under
the radiant aegis of God. (Elegia Quarta 107-111)

Milton, on the other hand, must struggle, iike Ulysses, toward his goal of poetic

immortality, secure under no aegis but the shield of borrowed words. So, in the very

words which Milton uses to remind Young of his own providential role, he borrows a

telling phrase from Ovid's expression of faith in the written word: "Et sinis ut terris

quaerant alimenta remotis / Quos tibi prospiciens miserat ipse Deus," writes Milton

("And do you allow men to seek their subsistence in strange lands / Whom God

himself in his providence has sent to you") AEþgi¿_aUarta 9I-92). Lacking a similar

sense of providence, Ovid has only his own poery to lean on: "me tamen extincto

fama superstes erit, / dumque suis victrix omnem de montibus orbem / prospiciet

domitum Martia Roma, legar" ("Although I should die my fame would remain

immortal for me, / And while victoriously from her seven hills Martian Roma / Looks
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down on a world she has conquered my poetry shall be read" (Tristia Itr vii 50-52).

Milton's prospect--precisely in this use of "prospiciens"--undoubtedly looks to the

future in the Ovidian, as well as the Christian, sense. Clearly the teacher of the

classics, as his pupil demonsffates, had taught better than he knew, as the pupil

anticipates a poetic fame which is quite distinct from the Christian "fame" of the

teacher.

v: Elegia Quinta

As Edward LæComte puts it, "Young Milton was to follow his own prescription

for subduing the libido, but throughout his works, in verse and prose, he was, contrary

to the popular impression, outspoken about sexual matters" @[i]þg 3). The erotic

nature of Eleeia Ouinta is very outspoken, appearing to be an antidote to Eleeia

Ouarta's preoccupation with "the way which leads beyond the grave to the stars"

@leeia -Ouarta 9a). After a period of waning inspiration, Milton attempts the eroticism

of Ovid with great enthusiasm and his skill is evident. If his earlier poems showed a

naivetó and innocence about sex, this poem succeeds in making Milton an erotic poet.

The poem begins with an image which should remind us of the sexual innuendo

of Eleeia Tertia and the Metamorphoses's age of gold: "Now in the growing warmth

of the Spring, Time--as it turns in its perpetual cycle--is calling back the Zephyrs

afresh" @lggit Qulla 1-2). Milton, after a period of poetic impotency, feels the fresh

zephyrs who "with their breathing balm / Caressed flowers" (Mg¡glqqlph$gq I 108) in
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the Age of Gold. Milton continues to imitate Ovid's erotic atrnosphere by describing

the time as one of fertility and youth: "Earth, with her strength renewed, is donning

her brief youth and the frost-free soil is putting forth its sweet greenness. Am I

deluded? Or are my powers of song returning?" (Elgglg-Quinta 3-6) The renewal of

the sexual Age of Gold provokes Milton's inspiration and he creates this suggestion in

order to use the Amores once again.

In the humourous Amores, III, vii, Ovid complains about the injustice of his

sexual desire: "Drooping more than a rose picked yesterday. / Now, when he should

not be, he's bolt upright, / And craves his task and seeks to have his fight" (66-68).

Ovid's ribald "nunc opus" is boldly adopted in Milton's "poscit opus," as his newfound

potency t'demands work": "By the spring's grace it is with me and--who would guess

such a thing?--it is already clamoring for some employment" (Elegþ Quinta 7-8). In

fact, Milton's "breast is aflame with the excitement of its mysterious impulse" @lgg14

Ouinta 1l-12). Milton thus uses Ovid's strictly sexual joke to equate his sexual

impulses with his ability to write poetry. He refers to Apollo's love-affair with

Daphne to support his point. [n a mock-tragedy, Ovid ridicules Apollo for his love-

affair with Daphne. Apollo chases Daphne, ridiculously citing his merits:

You do not know--you fly,
You madcap girl, because you do not know.
I am the lord of Delphi; Tenedos
And Patara and Claros are my realms.
I am the son of Jupiter. By me
Things future, past and present are revealed;
I shape the harmony of song and strings.
Sure a¡e my arrows, but one surer still
Has struck me to the heart, my carefree heart.

@[etamqphoses I514-20)

If even Apollo's song is driven by his sexual impulses, then, Milton suggests, how can
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a merely mortal poet's song be any different? Milton's parody of.Ovid's drooping

sexual member only redirects his need to sing for the spring figured in the sexual

golden age: "The spring shall be the song of the inspiration that it has given to me"

@lgsle_Quinta 24).

The poem alludes as well to more dubious sexual scenes found in Ovid's

Metamomhoses in a blithe celebration of the passionate spring of the golden age.

Milton mentions Philomela: "Already, Philomela, you are beginning your trills in your

covert among the budding leaves, while all the woods guard their silence" (E!gg!ê

Ouinta 24-26). Quite innocently, this refers to Philomela's rape in the Metamorphoses,

editing out her song of sorrow:

Up to a cabin in the woods, remote
And hidden away among dark ancient trees,
And there pale, trembling, fearing everything,
He locked her, and revealed his own black heart
And ravished her, a virgin all alone,
Calling and calling to her father. (VI 52I-525)

Phoebus is also seen again tempting Aurora from her bed with impotent Tithonus:

"'Leave the couch of an old man, O Aurora,' is the cry of Phoebus; 'what pleasure is

there in the bed of impotence'" (Elggig_Qglnta 49-50). The Earth and its sexual

hunger revives and seeks Phoebus's embraces:

The reviving eafih throws off her hated old age and craves
thy embraces, O Phoebus. She craves them and she is
worthy of them; for what is lovelier than she as she
voluptuously bares her fertile breast and breathes the
perfume of Arabian harvests and pours sweet spices and
the scent of Paphian roses from her lovely lips.

@þerê_Quinta 55-60)

The poem climbs to a climax of orgiastic proportions as the figure of the nymph is

presented. She "hides but as she does so her hope is to be seen in her poor covert.
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She darts away, but, though she runs, she hopes to be overtaken".(Elçgig-Quinta 128-

30). This figure is the very rype of desire which Milton honours, one of youthful

beauty and playful, sexual atracdon.

Milton ends his poem with severai wishes, each expressing his longing for the

sexual world of the golden age not to pass quickly:

Andmyprayertoyou,Ogods,isnottodesertyourforest
home. Let the Age of Gold restore you, Jupiter, to a

wretched world ... At least, O Phoebus, drive your swift
coursers as moderately as you can and let the spring-tide
pass slowly. Let the foul winter be long in bringing back
its endless nights and let the shadows be later than their
wont in anacking our Pole.

(]UsÉOuinta 133-135' 137 -140)

Elsewhere in the Amores, Ovid recalls Elegy's delicacy against the winter. But most

of all, it is the power of envy which his Elegy excites that shall preserve the best part

of him:

to me may Phoebus bring
His goblets filled from the Castaüan spring.
I'll wear frost-fearing myrtle round my head

And much by anxious lovers I'il be read.
Envy feeds on the living. When men die,
It rests--each has his honour due; so I,
'When the last flame devouring me has gone,

Shalt still survive and all that's best live on.
(I xv 35-42)

Milton's wish is an imitation of Ovid's, the request for the elegiac spring to continue

its sway so he may.enjoy eternal youth and vigour. Eleeia Ouinta is a clever re-

crearion of the need expressed in Elegia Ouarta for immortality but with the added

sexual element which is purely Ovidian.
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vi: Elegia Sexta

In Eleeia Sexta, addressed to Cha¡les Diodati, Milton is almost universally

understood to have made a radical shift towards epic poetry. Davis Harding concludes

that Milton's changed attitude towards Ovid was the reason: "Milton's intellectual

machinery set in motion the drastic change in his conception of Ovid. At twenty-one

the change to epic occurs" (53-54). Milton's sympathetic description of the water-

drinking poets does suggest something of a change of mind. However, it remains only

a suggestion; likewise, it is more a means by which Milton creates a parody. rWhen

we remember that Milton was a masterful manipulator of Ovidian conventions, we

ought to be doubtful of any announcement of epic intentions.

Writing in elegiac meÍe, Milton presents us with a potential debate at the

outset of his poem: "On an empty stomach I send you a wish for the good health of

which you, with a full one, may perhaps feel the lack. But why does your Muse

provoke mine, instead of permitting her to seek the obscurity she craves?" Glqþ
Sexta 1-4) The austerity of the epic poet was a well-known tradition and Milton

consciously applies it to himself. The conflict Milton describes between his Muses is

nonetheless echoed in Amores III, i. Ovid is confronted in a state of indecision by

Elegy and Tragedy:. "There in the woodland shadows I was strolling / And wondering

what my Muse's next work would be" (5-6). Milton reminds us of this Ovidian

situation with the complaint that his love "is too sound to use the lame feet of elegy"

GþglA Sexta 8). Ovid describes Elegi, in the same way in Amores III, i: "'When

Elegy appeared, her coiled hair perfumed, / And limping, one foot shorr, it seemed to
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me" (7-8). Milton is clearly portraying his conflict as the old Ovidian debate between

Tragedy and Elegy. However, Milton approaches the conflict from the side of the

austere tragic poet whereas Ovid is accused by Tragedy: "Won't you ever end your

loving, / You poet clinging to your chosen line" @ m i 15-16).

In his role as a poet caught between Tragedy and Elegy, Milton seenu to

portray each as Ovid had done in his poem. However, Milton inverts Ovid's structure

by porraying elegiac poetry first:

But why do you complain that poetry is a fugitive from
wine and feasting? Song loves Bacchus and Bacchus
loves songs. Phoebus was not ashamed to wear the green
garland of ivy and to prefer its leaves to his own laurel ...
Ovid sent bad verses from the Corallian fields because
there were no banquets in that land and the vine not
planted. (pleeia Sexta 14-76, T9-20)

The tone of Milton's description is not a rejection of the wine-inspired Elegy. Since

Milton identif,red so much with Ovid, Ovíd's lack of wine may suggest that perhaps

Milton follows him further in a voluntary austerity. The longing remembrance of

Milton's description of elegiac inspiration suggests this also:

Believe me, when the ivory key is played and the festive
throng dances through the perfumed halls to the sound of
the lute, you will feel the silent approach of Phoebus in
your breast like a sudden heat that permeates to the
marrow; and through a maiden's eyes and music-making
fingers Thalia will glide into full possession of your breast.

@lçgia Sexta 43-48)

Anthony l,ow supports the idea that Milton is not rejecting Elegy: "the tone of this

part of the poem is too witty, urbane, civilized, too much the voice of a poet who

takes pleasure in what he is describing, to be easily read as a mere critique or

dismissal" ("Sexta" 214). Neither did Ovid reject Tragedy in his p@ffi, admining its

power over him: "One honours me with sceptre and tall buskin, / My nanow throat
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swells with a surge of song" Gmoreg III i 63-64). To form his parody, Milton thus

inverts the situation of Amores III, i. To this end he reserves Tragic poetry for last.

Milton thus describes the tragic poets with the same enthusiasm, if in fewer

lines, as he did the elegiac:

Let the purest water stand beside him in a bowl of beech
and let him drink sober draughts from the pure spring.
Beyond this, his youth must be innocent of crime and
chaste, his conduct irreproachable and his hands stainless.
His character should be like yours, O Priest, when,
glorious with sacred vestments and lustral \ryater, you arise
to go into the presence of the angry deities.

G]çgra Serla 61-66)

The flawless cha¡acter of the tragic poet is firmly emphasized, suggesting a serious

consideration. The figure of the priest is both vaguely classical and Christian. Yet,

the description of the tragic poets mainly completes the inversion of the structure of

Ovid's Amores Itr, i. Ovid concludes with a catalogue of Elegy's merits, where

Milton catalogues the tragic.

Milton's parody of Ovid comes full circle when, after weighing the two

different forms enthusiastically, he chooses neither. What Milton offers is in another

language and mode: "These are my gifts for the birthday of Christ--gifts which the

first light of its dawn brought to me. For you these simple strains that have been

meditated on my native pipes are waiting; and you, when I recite them to you, shall

be my judge" (llggig Sexta 87-90). The poem he is working on is completely

separate from the forms he has been debating on. Louis Manz refers to this part of

the poem as "a clean break with the previous discussion of elegy and epic" (cited by

Low, "Sexta" 213). It is humourous to think that Milton purposely leaves the reader

to wonder at his decision between Elegy and Tragedy. In fact, Milton has purposely
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inverted Ovid's Amores IfI, i, to suggest his answer

What Milton has accomplished with his inversion of Amores III, i, could still

seem like a portrayal of himself as a tragic poet. His reversal of Ovid's structure

hints at the decision to choose tragic rather than elegiac poetry. Ovid chose Elegy to

avoid Tragedy: "Quick, Loves, whiie I've the leisure! I A greaær work is waiting to be

wrought" (Amores III i 69-70). By his inversion of Ovid, Milton seerns to be

choosing Tragedy to avoid Elegy. This suggestion is made less concrete by the lack

of a definite statement of his Tragic direction, but it remains. However, as we shall

see, Milton's parody of Ovid is not yet complete. Elegia Septima provides the answer

to Elegia Sexta's mysterious suggestion of tragic direction.

vii: Elegia Septima

Elegia Sexta leaves us with the impression that Milton contemplated a sober or

epic direction for his poetry. Elesia Septima provides us with a further (though

parodic) reason for this impression. The reason has as much to do with Milton's

fondness for Ovidian elegy as it does with the process of self-liberation Milton was

undertaking. In order to completely imitate, and so paradoxically to gain his freedom

from classical models, Milton had to use repetition. Eleeia Septima uses the inversion

of the debate on Elegy and Tragedy in Elegia Sexta to replay Ovid's literary joke in

the Amores I, i. The result is a playful parody of Ovid's elegiac intentions.

Milton approaches Elegia Septima in much the same way as Ovid approached
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the beginning of the Amores. The tone is unmistakable as Milton uses the past tense

for his lament: "O charming Amathusia, I did not yet know your laws and my breast

was free from Paphian fire. Often I poured scorn on the arows of Cupid as childish

weapons, and upon thy divinity particularly, O Love" @legta Seplima 1-4). Ovid

begins in the same way:

I'd meant in solemn metre to rehearse
A tale of arms and war and violence,
Matching the weighty matter with my verse,
All lines alike in length--no difference;
But Cupid laughed (they say)
And filched one foot away. C{more! I i 1-4)

Ovid, it tums out, only poses as an epic poet to mock the whole convention of writing

heroic verse. It is here that the importance of Elesia Sexta shows itself. Milton has

suggested a more serious direction to his poery in Eleeia Sexta By suggesting that

he too was writing an epic, Milton sets himself up for the same treatment which Cupid

gave Ovid. Milton's imitation of Ovid's opening lines thus begins the repetition of

Ovid's literary joke. In true Ovidian style and tradition, Milton insults Cupid in the

following manner:

'Boy,' I said, 'go shoot the unwarlike doves; gentle
combats suit a tender champion; or else, little one, go keep
your boasted triumphs over the spa:rows. Why do you
aim your contemptible weapons at mankind? Against
strong men that quiver of yours has no power.

Gþele_Sep1ima s-10)

Milton's insult to Cupid has two sources. Milton copies Phoebus's insult to Cupid's

power in the Metamorphoses:

The god of Delos, proud in victory,
Saw Cupid draw his bow's taught arc, and said:
Mischievous boy, what are a brave man's arms
To you? That gear becomss my shoulders best. (I 454-57)
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It also reminds the reader of Ovid's Amores I, i, in the way it questions Cupid: "Cruel

boy, who made you judge of Poetry? / We're not your rabble, we're the Muses choir"

(5-6). The imitation of Ovid's contempt for Love in the is a playful reminder

of Milton's own slighting of Elegy for the sake of his pseudo-epic intentions. Milton

is playing along with Ovid's joke, as it turns out, even in Eleeia Sexta.

After Milton's insult, Cupid informs Milton of all his triumphs and threatens

Milton with the same punishment. Cupid's victims can be found in the

Metamorphoses. The reference to Phoebus and Daphne @lggig-S,gptima 3l-32)

reminds us of Cupid's power over the god of poetry himself (Mgtgggrphoses I 450-

568). The "author of his own wife's death" (Eleeia Septima 38) is " çtl pomic

reference to Cephalus, whose wife was so jealous that she followed Cephalus when he

was hunting and was killed accidentally @etamorphoses VII 791-862). Cupid even

makes the claim that Milton's tragic Muses will be unable to help him @lggig_Sgptima

45). This list of his intended victims is echoed by Ovid's complaint to Cupid in

Amores I, i:

Is all the world then yours? The Muses' shrine
Yours too? Even Phoebus' lyre not now secure?
On the new page arose my proud first line,
Then came the next, unstringing me for sure;
And there's no theme of mine
Can suit that slighter line,
No boy, no girl with long and lovely hair--
I'd made my protest. (15-21)

Milton thus responds to Cupid's threats by imitating Ovid's insulting attitude: "But I

was inclined to laugh at the threats that the angry fellow thundered at me and I had

not the least fear of the boy" (Elçgi-A_Septima 49-50). And Milton pays the price of

his confidence in the same manner as Ovid; in doing so, he is even "forced" into the
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same option Ovid had.

The description of Cupid's revenge on Miiton is swift and conventionally

devastating: "Without delay he fixed himself now on the maiden's eyelids, now on her

mouth; then sped away between her lips or perched on her cheek; and wherever the

agile dart-thrower strayed--alas for me--he struck my defenseless breast in a thousand

places" @lçg¡g_$eptima 69). Ovid suffers a like revenge which also affects his poetry:

Poor me! That boy's sure arrows never stray.
I'm burning. In my vacant breast love reigns.
So in six beats my verse must rise today,
and senle back in five. Farewell, you strains
Of steely war! Farewell to you,
And to your epic metre too! (Amores I i 25-38)

Milton even completes his imitation of Ovid's poem by also feigning to give in to

love and to elegy: "Now, O child of the goddess, with your darts no less powerful

than fue, your bow is beyond all doubt dreadful to me. Your altars shall smoke with

my sacrifices, and, as far as I am concerned, you shall be sole and supreme among the

gods" @leeia Seilima 95-98). The poem ends repeating Ovid's literary joke on poetry

and the power of love.

To recapitulate, Milton sets up his epic construction with Elegia Sexta and

"pulls the feet" out from under it in Eleeia Septima. Yet this is still not the full

extent of the parody of Ovid's Amores. Milton begins his elegiac career with Eleeia

Prima, in which he parodies Ovid's Amores III, i, choosing elegy over tragedy. He

progresses through his elegies and ends with Eleeia Septima, a parody of Amores I, i,

where he is forced into elegy by love. Milton's enti¡e collection of elegies thus

reverses the order of Ovid's Amores, where Ovid begins by being forced into elegy by

love and ends the third book by choosing elegy over tragedy. This wholesale
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inversion is just another of Milton's marvelous parodies of Ovid.

Milton's pu{pose, as I have stated, was to imitate his model completely, both to

re-create the Ovidian situation and to free himself from its burden. Having completed

a parody of Ovid's Amores, Milton now may have found it necessary to move on to a

different gen-re. Just as Ovid had left elegy behind in the Heroides, then the Fasti and

his epic, Metamomhoses, so too Milton might work his way up the ladder of genres.

He had already hinted at the form he might next take in Elegia Sexta:

I am singing the heaven-descended King, the bringer of
peace, and the blessed times promised in the sacred
books - The infant cries of our God and his stabling under
a mean roof who, with his Father, governs the realms
above. I am singing the starry sky and the hosts that sang
high in air, and the gods that were suddenly destroyed in
theh shrines. (81-86)

What he might not have counted on, however, was the surprising persistence of the

Ovidian model in poems whose themes were manifestly Christian.
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Chapter 2

Orphic Song: The Ovidian Christ of The Nativity Ode and The Passion

The usual critical assumption about On the Morning of Christ's Nativitv and

The Passion is that Milton turned his back on Ovid's poetry to make himself a

Christian poet. Arthur Ba¡ker contends that a "Puritan" conversion was enacted as

Milton "determined to forsake the ways of his youth and the masters of the elegia

lgyi.g," and that "the new pattern imposed on his thought and feeling drove out these

masters as the Babe drove out the pagan gods" (180). Milton's declaration to Charles

Diodati in Elegia Sexta, that his next work would praise "the heaven-descended King,

the bringer of peace" (81), does seem like a declaration of Christian intent. However,

we must not forget that this elegy also created a parodic imitation.of Ovid's Amores

Itr, i. Likewise, the Nativitv Ode, with a Christian exterior, hides an intricate core of

classical mythology and poetic faith.

Orpheus, the mythical founder of the poetic tradition (Melville, Metamomhoses

431), is an Ovidian character who seeks to control nature through song

Gvtgfglqglphoseq X). His guilt at losing his wife a second time to Hades makes him

mad with grief and his song reflects his disgust at the disorders brought on by love

and his desire to tame the unruly power of Venus. And so Ovid's Orpheus becomes a

parodist of Love, mocking Venus in a series of songs which might more appropriately

be called "The Scandal of Love." That Milton could be imitaúng Ovid's Orpheus

wouid require a radical re-reading of William Riley Parker's observation that the

'Nativity Ode "is conspicuously and unnecessarily concerned about guilty passion" (67).

So, too, it would allow for something more than J.B. Broadbent's psychological
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explanation of sexual guilt in a Nativity poem as exposing "the skeleton of incest

anxiety" (21) in Milton's personal life. Undeniably, the Nativity Ode is concerned

with sexual guilt, an anxiety which should be all the more surprising when we see the

Ovidian freedom of Milton's Latin elegies with respect to sex. However, in his poêm,

Milton glimpses a world of harmony restored. This harmony is featured as music, and

particularly music that will "fetch the age of gold" (Ngliyily_Ode 135). Milton

features music in order to recall the story of Orpheus and his conquest over passion

and nature itself. Through imitation, Milton adapts the Christian nativity to suit this

Ovidian story. He attempts this in order to restore poetic, spiritual, and sexual

perfection in the figure of the infant Babe. The Christ-child in his poem becomes a

symbol of this restoration as Milton attempts to combine the classical and Christian

ethical traditions into one Orphic character. But the consequences of recasting Christ

in Orphic terrns in a poem about his birth makes it impossible for him to write a

successful poem about his death, given the fact that the murdered Orpheus failed twice

to redeem his dead wife Eurydice and to save his own life. The young Milton, in

other words, bought his image of cosmic control over the powers of sex at the price of

a traditional Christian figure who had power over death.

William Riley Parker states: "The failure of The Passion may have taught him

more than could a dozen successes" (72). Surprisingly, the number of studies directed

at learning what Milton realized in The Passion have still been meagre. Most likely,

the assumption that the Nativity Ode represents Milton's triumph over his own love of

pagan poetry has been the cause. Most critics have ruled out a similar conflict in The

'Passion because they assume it had already been resolved in the earlier poem. The

result is a lack of critical understanding of The Passion's place in Milton's
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development.

This chapter will artempt to prove that Milton first faced the conflict between

Christian and classical ethical traditions in his later poem The Passion, not the Nativitv

Ode, and found himself unprepared for their incompatibility. The result was a

complete abandonment of The Passion and a re-evaluation of his Ovidian frame of

reference. Now the years of Ovidian imitation were brought to a swift end as Milton

came to the realization that Ovid could no longer provide a source of experience for

his poetry. The failure of The Passion in turn forced him to renounce his Ovidian

discipleship in an act of poetic exorcism.

i : On the Morning of Christ's Nativity

On the surface, Milton's Nativity Ode seems to be written in the "tradition of

late-classical and neo-Latin celebrations of the Nativity" (Broadbent 12). The very

habit of Renaissance imitation was a way to reahze accomplishments of the past and

to assimilate them into one's style. Yet "the tradition of Nativity literature is flimsy

and Milton only uses it for half of his poem" (Broadbent 13). On the other hand, D.

M. Rosenberg sees Milton following a pastoral tradiúon: "The Nativity Ode follows its

models, the golden age eclogues of Virgil and Spenser, in many ways. All three

poems belong to the pastoral tradition, each one in turn expanding and enriching it"

(135). However, Rosenberg ignores his own observation concerning an Orphic

tradition in poetry: "The pastoral poet imitates Pan's pipes and sees himself in a
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pasroral succession descending from Orpheus" (19). The reader must not forget that

Ovid also sketched an Orpheus in his mock-epic on love in the Metamomhoses.

Ovid's rendering of Orpheus, which focuses on his control of sexuality and on the

nature of poetry, is a model better suited to answer the questions about Milton's

emphasis on sexuality in a world controlled by poetic music.

Orpheus' song in the Metamomhoses reflects his grief and shame at losing his

wife, Eurydice, a second time by showing a concern about the destructive power of

sexual love. Ganymede, Cyparissus, Hyacinth, þgmalion, Myrrha, Atlanta, and even

Love herself, Venus, all figure in Orpheus' song of pederasty, incest, lust, narcissistic

idol worship, and guilt. Orpheus determines to expose the dangerous side of love in

his song:

Inspire my song: To Jove all creatures bow;
Jove's might I've often hymned in days gone by.
I sang the giants in a graver theme
And bolts victorious in Phlegra's plains.
But now I need a lighter strain, to sing
Of boys beloved of gods and girls bewitched
By lawless fires who paid the price of lust.

O4ç:qlgprphoses X 148-155)

Orpheus seeks to control nature, (as he does by gathering trees around himself before

he sings [Metamo{phoses X 85-108]), his intent being to replace the "bestial" side of

nature with human control. This "solution" to sexual ruthiessness is highlighted by his

death, while stilling nature, at the hands of crazed, beast-like women:

While Orpheus sang his minstrel's songs and charmed.
The rocks and woods and creatures of the wild
To follow, suddenly, as he swept his strings
In concord with his song, a frenzied band
Of Thracian v/omen, wearing skins of beasts,
From some high ridge of ground caught sight of him.
'l,ook!' shouted one of them, tossing her hair
That floated in the breeze,'l,ook, there he is,
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The man who scorns us!' C4glamqrphoses XI 1-6)

Milton's attempt at restoring, through,irnitation, the prior Orphic music which could

charm the "bestial" side of nature is found in the Nativitv Ode. It is his atæmpt at

following the Orphic tradition with a truncated version of the myth, ending in success,

nor death.

The poet's ultimate ambition is anticipated in the proem as the poet anxiously

races to the new-born babe:

The star-led Wizards haste with odors sweet:
O run, prevent them with thy humble ode,
And lay it lowly at his blessed feet;
Have thou the honour first, thy Lord to greet. (23-26)

As Broadbent notices, the poet is really "a magus determined to control the mystery"

(31). Thus "Christ's was a Miltonic victory, not of transformation (as trope would

symbolize), or of love over law, but of arrangement: a schematic conquest . . . The

art--pre-eminently an art of cosmic control and comprehension--is astonishing"

(Broadbent 28). From the outset, the poet-magus intends to outdo even "the Star-led

Wizards" in his quest for "cosmic controi." His desire is evident: "And join thy voice

unto the Angel Choir, / From out his secret Altar toucht with hallow'd fire" (27-28).

This ambition to join his own voice to the celestial choir illustrates the movement of

the poem away from nature--or at least a movement towa¡ds transcendence of natural

power in the need of heavenly harmony. In Eleeia Terria he had pictured himself

walking in an ung"ii"/Rpollonian world full of immortal music: "The flowery earth was

vibrant with joyous sound ... Everyone saluted his new companion with an embrace

and a song" (58, 62). The Nativity Ode revolves around a similar world of d.ivine, if

still earthly, harmony which Milton was attempting to achieve.
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The Hymn features a depiction of music which is intricately tied to poetry and

the written word. A blend of poetic geffes is presented as the choir sings with

''Divinely-warbledvoice.'(96),imitatingSpenser's@where

Hobbinol describes pastoral simpiicity to Colin Clout:

Lo Colin, here the place, whose pleasaunt syte
From other shades hath weand my wandering mynde ...
The simple ayre, the gentle warbling wynde,
So calme, so coole, as no where else I fynde'

("June" 1-2, 4-5)

Milton also imitates rhe Bibte and Ovid, mixing ethical traditions, in his description of

the choir and its music:

At last surrounds their sight
A Globe of circular light ...

The helmed Cherubim
And sworded SeraPhim
Are seen in glittering ranks with wings display'd,
Harping in loud and solemn choir' Gietiyly-Ode 109-10, 112-16)

St. Luke describes the choir in somewhat the same way: "And, lo, the angel of the

Lord came upon them, and the glory of the L¡rd shone round about them . . . And

suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly host praising God" (2:9,

13). The music first sung by "the sons of morning" echoes Job 38:6-7:

Such Music (as 'tis said)
Before was never made,
But when of old the sons of morning sung,
V/hile the Creator Great
His constellations set,
And the well-balanc't world on hinges hung.

Nativi¡y_O¿e ll7-22)

Yet such music is also found in the Metamorohoses's account of creation:

No sun as yet poured light upon the world ...
Nor in the ambient air yet hung the earth,
Self-balanced, equipoised ...
This strife a god, with nature's blessing, solved;
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Who severed land from sky and sea from land,
And from denser vapours set apa-rt

The ethereal sky; and, each from the blind heap
Resolved and freed, he fastened in its place
Appropriate in peace in harmony

(r 12, l4-t5,21-25)

What is most striking about Milton's "music" is his assertion that, "if such holy

song / Enwrap our fancy long, / Time will run back and fetch the age of gold"

Nggyjty_Ode 133-35). This hints at part of Milton's intent, the recovery of a poetic

Age of Gold, in an Ovidian setting and all that it entails. Laurence Stapleton has

touched on this subject: "The symbol of the music of the spheres allows Milton to

achieve in the centre of his composition a masterly focus, making the present moment

both revive man's lost capacity for perfection and prophesy its future realization" (37).

So, too, Arthur Ba¡ker argues that Milton's purpose in sketching this music concerned

a "recognition, not only of the personal significance of the Incarnation, but also of its

relationship to the classical and humanistic doctrine of harmonious perfection

symbolized by the music of the spheres" (180). According to Barker, the Incarnation

perfects nature in heavenly song. However, nature is largely subdued in the poem,

whether by shame--"Confounded, that her Maker's eyes / Should look so near upon her

foul deformities" (43-4)--or by force--"Th'old Dragon under ground, / In straiter limits

bound, / Not half so fa¡ casts his usurped sway" (168-70). Only "The Stars with deep

amaze / Stand fixt in steadfast gaze" (69-70), until "The Shepherds on the Lawn" are

struck by "such music sweet" that "all their souls in blissful rapture took" (85, 93, 98).

Heavenly song seems not to perfect but to silence nature. So, too, in Ovid,

when the bard,
The heaven-born bard, sat there and touched his strings,
Shade came in plenty. Every tree was there ...
and when he tried his srrings
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And, as he tuned, was satisfied the notes,
Though different, agreed in harmony;
He sang this song: 'From Jove, great Mother Muse,
Inspire my song: to Jove all creatures bow.

Q49¡emqrphoses X 88-89, L45-48)

All nature is subdued by the power of Orphic song--all nature, that is but the

"Clamour, the drums, the curving Phrygian fifes" Qþ¡g¡qgrphoses XI 16) of the

Maenads who see the power of their sex scorned. The problem, then, in Milton's re-

working of the myth, is how to silence the women along with the rest of nature.

One way is to mute the presence of the Mother in the poem, relegating her to

one brief allusion where she is syntactically subordinate to "the Son of Heav'n's

eternal King, / Of wedded Maid, and Virgin Mother born" (N¿tiyitv Ode 2-3). Her

quite untraditional absence from the remainder of the poem (see Broadbent passim)

allows for an overwhelming association of the infant Christ with images of music and

light:

Hast thou no verse, no hymn, or solemn strain,
To welcome him ...
Now while the Heav'n by the Sun's team untrod,

Hath took no print of the approaching light.
0ieüyjlv ode 17-20)

The Babe is called "The Prince of light" Ngtiyjw o¿e 62), and "Thar glorious Form,

that Light unsufferable, / And that fa¡-beaming blaze of Majesry" (Nativity_Ode 8-9).

Even Phoebus Apollo, the god of poetry, hangs his head in shame when confronted

with the Babe's superiority:

The Sun himself withheld his wonted speed,
And hid his head for shame,
As his inferior flame,

The new-enlight'n'd world no more should need;
He saw a greater Sun appear
Than his bright Throne, or burning Axlerree could bea¡. (79-54)
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This allusion recalls Ovid's story of Phaethon who was not able to "bear" his father's

chariot of the sun (Me!ê!qo@. fI i-400). As a "greater sun,'; the Babe is

portrayed more like an improved Apollo than a Christian infant, seeming to justify

Richard Halpern's claim that Milton "appropriates the occasion of Christ's birth to

announce his own poetic nativity" (6). But whether we read the poem as the binh of

the poet or as the binh of the Messiah, it is clear that the umbilical cord to the

Mother is lost in the glare of the Father's light.

The silencing of the "Virgin Mother" is only a prelude to a larger silencing of

maternal Nature in the poem as a whole. "The Hymn" proper begins with an

apparently innocent reference to the season: "It was the Winter wild" (29). But in

Spenser's Shepheardes Calender this season becomes very important as a symbol of a

time of renewal. In the month of January, Colin Clout, a model of the poet/singer,

begins his complaint of love: "When Winters wastful spight was almost spent ... / Tho

to a hill his faynting flocke he ledde, / And thus him playnd, the while his shepe there

fedde" (1, 11-12). Spenser uses Colin Clout's complaint to Rosalind to cleverly raise

questions concerning poetry's usefulness and sex in a world devastated by guilty

passion. His imagery is suggestive:

'Wherfore my pype, albee rude Pan thou please,
Yet for thou pleasest not, where most I would:
And thou unlucky Muse, that wontst to ease
My musing mynd, yet canst not, when thou should:
Both pype and Muse, shall sore the while abye.
So broke his oaten pype and downe dyd lye.

(Shepheardes Calender "January" 67-72)

The Shepheardes Calender, though an imitation of Virgil's Æclosues (ÍIalpern

' 9), began with the month of January to reflect the Christian tradition of renewal

through Christ's nativity. However, the classical pagan astrologers maintained that
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March began the year because the sun renewed the world at this time (De Selincourt

419-20). Ovid's Orpheus, like Colin Clout, the pastoral singer, laments his shame,

over losing Eurydice, near the end of the classical pagan year:

Three times the sun had reached the watery Fish
That close the year, while Orpheus held himself
Aloof from love of women, hurt perhaps
By ill-success or bound by plighted troth...
There was a hill, and on the hill a wide
Level of open ground, all green with grass.

The place lacked any shade, But when the bard,
The heaven-born bard, sat there and touched his strings,
Shade came in plenty. O4qlgrngphoses X 78-81, 86-90)

The time which Ovid refers to is the classical astrological sign of Pisces, the

nineteenth of February to the twentieth of March. With his winter setting, Milton thus

combines the classical and Christian themes of renewal through imitation of both

Spenser and Ovid.

In Eleeia Ouinta, Milton's wish to restore the sexual and poetic Age of Gold

was a wish for the unbounded freedom of guiltless love. Perhaps, for that reason,

Nature tries "To hide her guilty front with innocent Snow" in the Nativiw Ode (39).

But in Eleeia Ouinta's age of gold she was free of such shame: "Tho reviving earth

rhrows off her hated old age and craves thy embraces, O Phoebus" (pigglg Ouinta 55-

60). Now the amorous cries of Earth herself must give way to silence, as all Nature

is hushed by the technical control of the poet-magus. For, with the Eanh busily trying

to hide its guilt, Milton introduces renewal to the world through the character of

Peace:

But he her fears to cease,
Sent down the meek-ey'd Peace:
She crown'd with Olive green, came softly sliding
Down through the turning sphere,
His ready Harbinger,
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With Tunle wing the amorous clouds dividing,
And waving wide her myrtle wand,
She strikes a universal Peace through Sea and Land.

Gleliylv Ode 4s-sz)

Peace, with her "turtle wings," resembles the figure of Venus in Ovid's

Metamomhoses: "Venus was riding in her dainty chariot, / Winged by her swans,

across the middie air / Making for Cyprus, when she heard afar / Adonis' dying

groans, and thither tumed her snowy birds" (X 718-721). However, instead of

promoting sexual licentiousness as Venus did in the Metamomhoses, Peace "divides"

the "amorous clouds" and "strikes" a sexual peace. Ovid also imagines the harmony of

creation itself as an act of division and exclusion:

This strife a god, with nature's blessing, solved;
Who severed land from sky and sea from land,
And from the denser vapours set apart
The ethereal sky; and, each from the blind heap
Resolved and freed, he fastened in its place
Appropriate peace and harmony. O4etamgænoses I2l-25)

In the Nativitv Ode, the "amorous clouds" must be divided by "the meek-ey'd Peace"

before Milton's "Orphic" song can begin.

Milton also imitates Spenser's description of Chloris, a nymph who stills strife:

"Chloris, that is the chiefest Nymph of al, / Of Oliue braunches beares a Coronall: /

Oliues bene for peace, / When wars do surcease" ("April" I2l-24). The fîgure of

Elegy in Ovid's Amores also resembles Peace: "Then Elegy smiled slyly, I remember,

/ Holding - was that a myrtle wand I spied" (In i 33-34). Since myrtle is the classic

emblem of Venus (Virgrl Æclogues VII), the goddess of Love herself is then

metamorphosized in Milton's Ode into a figure who suppresses wantonness.

Immediately, the effects of the imposition of a sexual peace by separation and

exciusion can be seen in the poem. Aggressive passions are conrolled in stanza fV as
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a phonetic hush descends upon the poem:

No War, or Battle sound
'Was heard the World a¡ound:

The idle spear and shield were high up hung;
The hooked Chariot stood
Unstained with hostile blood. (Negyily-Ode 53-57)

The peace of continence--or of a chaste love--now controls nature as the sexual

imagery suggests:

His reign of peace upon the earth began:
The Winds, with wonder whist,
Smoothly the waters kiss't,

Whispering new joys to the mild Ocean,
'Who now hath quite forgot to rave,
While Birds of Calm sit brooding on the charmed wave. (63-68)

As Richa¡d Halpern concludes, "Through the power of asceticism Milton transforms the

sorrowful lay of 'January' into a song of joy and triumph--perhaps also of joy in

triumph" (18). Perhaps Milton does this because "infantile sexuatity poses a threat

which must be mastered or rcpressed" (Halpem 13). But this threat is only overcome

in the Nativitv Ode by the organizing power of the singer and his song.

Spenser's Colin Clout is a prime example of the threat of sexual passion to

self-mastery. He is unable to overcome his despairing passion as he shows in his self-

pitying plea:

Ye Gods of loue, that pitie louers payne,
(If any gods the paine of louers pitie:)
Looke from aboue, where you in ioyes remaine,
And bowe your eares vnto my dolefull dittie.
And Pan thou Shepheards God, that once didst loue,
Pitie the paines, that thou thy selfe dist proue.

(Shepheardes Calender "January" 13-18)

Co1inbreakshispipeandendshissinging@''January''7l-72)

because he is unable to harmonize himself with the world around him. In "June"
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Colin complains:

O happy Hobbinoll, I bless thy state,
That Paradise hast found, whych Adam lost ...
But I unhappy man, whom cruell fate,
And angry Gods pursue from coste to coste, .

Can nowhere fynd, to shroude my luckless pate. (9-10, L4-16)

Colin only overcomes the th¡eat of sexual passion and resumes his song with the

recognition of the Christian triumph over death in "November":

Up then Melpomene thou mournefulst Muse of nyne,
Such cause of mourning neuer hadst afore:
Up grieslie ghostes and up my rufull rYffie,
Matter of myrth now shalt thou haue no more.
For dead she is, that myrth thee made of yore. (53-57)

Colin Clout's failure to control his sexual passion causes Milton to ridicule the

poetic impotency brought on by failure in love:

The Shepherds on the Lawn,
Or ere the point of dawn,

Sat simply chatting in a rustic row
Full little thought they then,
That the mighty Pan

Was kindly come to live with them below;
Perhaps thei¡ loves, or else their sheep,
V/as all that did their silly thoughts so busy keep.

Gletiyity_o¿e 8s-e3)

Such impotency is immediately stmck out of Milton's poem with his description of the

"music sweet" egr/4y Ode 93) which accompanies the Babe's birth. Indeed, such

music presents Milton with the temptation to prevent or preclude all time: "For if such

holy Song / Enwrap our fancy long, / Time will run back, and fetch the age of gold"

Nativitf_O¿e 133-34). But this would be to finalize his song before it had begun,

and to deny the orthodox doctrine of salvation through Christ's sacrifice:

But wisest Fate says no,
This must not yet be so,
The Babe lies yet in smiling Infancy,
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That on the bitter cross
Must redeem our loss. Gjeliyi¡y_Ade M9-53)

The harmony of the music is nonetheless "dissipated by the thought of the Cross"

(Barker 174), renewing the need to rout Apollo as the source of the old pagan

harmony, and leaving the Orphic Christ in control of the new poetic music.

As Peace struck physical shame and guilt from the world, the Babe's birth

blasts all threat of dissonance from poetic music:

The wakeful trump of doonr must thunder through the deep,

With such a horrid clang
As on Mount Sinai rang ...

The aged Earth aghast
With terror of that blast,

Shall from the surface to the centre shake.

e!¡yiry_ade 156-58, 160-63)

Casting out cacophony with cacophony, this booming prophesy leads us back to the

peaceful manger scene: "And then at last our bliss / Full and perfect is, / But now

begins" Gjgtiyjtv O¿e 165-667). But bliss only begins now because the "old Dragon"

(168) feels its power ebbing: "In sraiter limits bound, / Not half so fa¡ casts his

ursurped sway" Glqlyjlv Ode 169-70). The "old Dragon" of Revelation xii, Satan,

even takes on the figure of the serpent slain by Apollo: "Indeed the earth, against her

will, produced / A serpent never known before, the huge / Python, a teffor to men's

new-made tribes" C4etamopnoses I 438-40). But this time, the "greater sun," Milton's

Apollonian Christ (since Apollo also fathered Orpheus), overcomes the power of Cupid

which had punished his boast by making him pursue Daphne to her "death"

(tvteta¡ogrphoses I 450-567). Now the mere binh of the Babe silences the old music

and poetry of sexual shame and deception: "The Oracles are dumb, / No voice or

hideous hum / Runs through the arched roof in words deceiving" (Nativig_Ode 173-
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75). The old Apollo himself becomes the Sphinx, "With hollow 
thriek 

the steep of

Delphos leaving" Ngüy4y_Adg 178), as the "dreaded Infant," by the very fact of his

birth, now appears to have answered the Sphinx's "sexual riddle" about human life.

If the death of Orpheus in the Metamorphoses is hinted at in "the loud lament"

of stanza )O(, Milton is still able to transcend the poetic tradition descended from

Ovid's Orpheus. The song which Orpheus sings in the Metamomhoses,, Book X, after

losing Eurydice, marks his own (unsuccessful) attempt to cast out the song of love and

the great power of Venus. Milton's hinted recollection of Orpheus' death at the hands

of the vengeful Maenads likely recalls the consequence of his failure to maintain

control over all nature:

A voice of weeping heard, and loud lament:
From haunted spring and dale
Edg'd with poplar pale,

The parting Genius is with sighing sent;
With flow'r-inwov'n tresses torn
The nymphs in twilight shade of tangled thickets mourn.

Neliyilv Ode 183-88)

For Milton's words echo closely the scene in Ovid:

The woods that often followed as he sang,
The flinty rocks and stones, all wept and mourned...
Rivers too, men say,
Were swollen with their tears, and Naiads wore,
And Dryads too, their mourning robes of black
And hair dishevelled. All around his limbs
Lay scattered. Hebrus' stream received his head
And lyre...
And gained Methymna's shore on Lesbos' isle.
There, as his head lay on that foreign sand,
Its tumbled tresses dripping.

O{stelqgrphgig! Xl 45-46, 47 -57, 55-57)

But the Ode's echoed lament for Orpheus is introduced only to show that "Our Babe,

to show his Godhead true, / Can in his swaddling bands control the damned crew"
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(ZZ7-ZB). The Babe, in other words, empowers the singer to restore Orphic song to its

state before the Maenads came. In effect, the god of song (Apollo) and his son

(Orpheus) give way to the new Orphic music of a "greater sun" or Phoebus, and his

poet who rushes to "prevent [the magi] with thy humble ode" (Nativty-Qde 24).

As if they were auditioning for a place in Orpheus' song of shame and guilt,

the banished gods the "Christian" Orpheus now presents are characters naditionally

associated with sexual aberration and human sacrifice. The language grows rife with

images of darkness: "Temples dim" (199), "mooned Ashtaroth" (200), "left in shadows

dread / His burning Idol all of blackest hue" (206-7), "In dismal dance about the

furnace blue" (210), "Naught but profoundest Hell can be his shroud" (218), "The rays

of Bethlehem blind his dusky eyn" (223): in each case, the images of darkness reflect

their sexual perversion. Peor and Baalim (197) are infamous in their Old Testament

guise: "And Israel abode in Shit'-tim, and the people began to commit whoredom with

the daughters of Moab. And they called the people unto the sacrifices of their gods:

and the people did eat, and bowed down to their gods. And Israel joined himself unto

Ba'al-Pe'or: and the anger of the Lord was kindled against Israel" (Numbers 25:t-3).

Likewise, Ashtaroth, the Phoenician Aphrodite (Hughes 222 n.438), is exposed in an

incestuous relationship as "Heav'n's Queen and Mother both" Glativity Ode 201). The

maids crying for Thammuz (Na!ivi!y_Qd9 204) a¡e to be found in Ezekiel 8:14, where

idol worship is condemned. But Thammuz is also better known as Adonis (Hughes 48

n.204), who becomes, in Orpheus' own exposure of Venus' guilty passion, the

child of his sister and his grandfather ...

Then a most lovely infant, then a youth,
And now a man more lovely than the boy,
Was Venus' darling (Venus'!) and avenged
His mother's passion. @gp¡pttoses X 521,522-25)
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The Ode even extends this Orphic revenge on Venus by recalling. Isis, the sister and

wife of Osiris, as another version of "guilty" love, and Orus as the incestuous product

of their marriage (Flughes 49 n.2I2).

Even an allusion to Herodotus' !!9.¡¡9ry turns "Orphic", in the Ovidian sense,

when Milton describes Osiris' followers: "In vain with Timbrel'd Anthems dark lThe

sable-stoled Sorcerers bear his worshipt Ark" Glgtiyiry-O¿e 219-20). In Herodotus'

account of the Egyptian worship of Ares, the priests carry a "small wooden gilt shrine"

(][il1gry II 63). The story behind Ares is that his mother dwelt in the temple while

Ares himself was reared elsewhere, but when he came to manhood he returned and

wished to couple with his mother (]gi$gry II 63). If the "dreaded Infant's hand"

Nggyjg_Ade 222) seems to have little in common, then, with the babe in the manger,

it is because he more likely represents an Ovidian metamorphosis of a doomed singer

into a powerful muse. Milton's infant "can in his swaddling bands control the damned

crew" (228) because Milton himself succeeds where Orpheus fails; he not only exposes

the sexual tyranny of the gods, but he routs them with the power of his song and his

"dreadful" little muse.

Much earlier in the poem, this conclusion was anticipated in the description of

the Babe as Pan, the shepherd god, a simple god of pleasure: "Full little they thought

then, / That the mighty Pan / Was kindly come to live with them below" Ne!¡ylly

Ode 88-90). It is interesting that in Ovid's story of Midas, Pan challenges the music

of Apollo: "There Pan sang his songs, / Flaunting among the gentle nymphs, and

played / Light airs upon his pipes, and dared to boast / Apollo's music second to his

own" @þl4rneghqle! XI 153-55). In Milton's poem the Babe is able to chase Apollo

from his shrine, reversing Ovid's story of Midas whsre Apollo's "strains so sweet"
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won rhe day (Mglgmorphoses XI 170). The Babe's ultimate victory is thus over the

songs of this fallen tradition, filled with sexual guilt, which Apollo and Venus

represent.

V/hat does Milton then achieve with the Nativitv Ode? In the words of Don

Cameron Allen: "Milron succeeds in effecting an artistic harmony while describing a

spiritual disharmony" (21). Milton's harmonic world is certainly a world of poeúc

peace. His offering ro the infant is designed. to reflect the renewal of the world

through the Babe's "poetic" birth. For Milton's use of imitation imposes his own

,,O4)hic" design upon the world and, by doing so, makes of himself a more successful

type of Orpheus. The "usual" Chrisrian tradition is easily found on the surface of the

poem, but underneath Milton's allusions is a narrative which restores the Orphic music

to its original splendour. The result is an offering to God which comes from the

successor to Orpheus' lyt", Milton.

Of course, the major problem with the Nativitv Ode, as Gale Carrithers points

out, is that Milton "has scarcely met the problem of theodicy" (161). That problem

centres in death, and the great triumph of the Christian story is, paradoxically enough,

the death of the incarnate deity so that man might live. But so long as Milton sees

the Christian story in terms of Orphic poetry, he can barely glance at the prospect of

"the bitter cross." For the real triumph of his Orphic Christ is that he avoids the fate

of the original Orpheus.
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ii: The Passion

The success of the Nativitv Ode appears in stark contrast to the failure of The

passion. Critics have been baffled, unable to explain why Milton abandoned his

companion to the Nativitv Ode. Merritt Y. Hughes limits his introduction to the poem

to one uncertain sentence: "This failure to capture an inspiration equal to that of the

Nativitv Ode seems to have been written at Easter in 1630" (61). Robert Ellrodt's

'arricle, tiiié¿';fr{ilon's Unchanging Mind and the Early Poems," also allows for one

sentence on The Passion: "This self-consciousness may lead to failure as in 'The

Passion,' rightly described as 'a poem about himself writing a poem"' (61)' Much

more is needed, however, to unravel The Passion's failure and its consequences than

just a brief look into Milton's self-analysis. For the very terrns of his success in the

Nativitv Ode would seem to dictate their inevitable collapse in a poem about the

crucifixion.

The opening lines of The Passion ring with the nostalgia of self-quotation:

Erewhile of Music and Ethereal mirth,
'Wherewith the stage of Air and Earth did ring,
And joyous news of heav'nly lnfant's birth,
My muse with Angels did divide to sing. (1-4)

The sexual, poetic, and ethical perfection of the Nativity Ode extends itself into this

passage with its remembrance of music, mirth and muses singing with Angels.

However, Milton knew that the "dreaded Infant" who conquered nature by inspiring the

poet's song--"My muse with Angels did divide to sing" Gte. passion 4)--would have

to complete his mission on Earth before such harmony could become permanent. And
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the end of that mission was the "passion" of death. For this reason, the darkness

which surrounded the guilt and shame-ridden gods in the Nativitv Ode returns: "But

headlong joy is ever on the wing, / In Wintry solstice like the short'n'd light / Soon

swallow'd up in dark and long outliving night" (Ibe Passion 5-7). Immediately, the

reader is thrust into a fallen world whose ethical assumptions were created in the

Nativitv Ode. This is supported, as we shall examine, by the continued use of

classical and Ch¡istian models used to describe the now-grown Infant and Milton's

renewal of his role as successor to the Orphic tradition.

Miiton begins by explicitly flaunting his imitation of Ovid's Orpheus in The

Passion. However, he now imitates Orpheus as the singer of sexual guilt and shame

who cannot avoid the grief of death: "For now to sorrow must I tune my song, / And

set my Harp to notes of saddest woe" (8-9). This differs from the singerþoet of the

Nativitv Ode who sought to transcend such haunted music. It resembles Ovid's

description of the downcast Orpheus after losing Eurydice: "'When he'd tried his strings

/ And, as he tuned, was satisfied the notes, / Though different agreed in harmony"

O4etaggrphoses X 145-47). Orpheus embarks on his song of grievous sorrow which

reflects his now fundamentally changed attitude, or rather, his self-defeating song of

holding grief at bay by mocking Venus' grief.

The song of grief which Milton undertakes, after briefly describing the

Saviour's death, is in a very different tone from that which began the poem. Instead

of mourning the imminent death of the Saviour, Milton's lament echoes Ovid's

treatment of Orpheus. For the singer's grief at Christ's death is immoderate and self-

absorbed, much like the grief which Orpheus' father, Apollo, had warned the bereaved

Cyparissus about: "What words of comfort did not Phoebus givet I What warnings not
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to yield to grief so sore, / So ilt-proportioned" O4gtamoættoses X.132-4). Cyparissus,

of course, had only killed his beloved stag, and "resolved to die himselfl' (131). But

Orpheus seeks to divert his own grief over the loss of Eurydice by mocking those who

can't follow their own advice. As Apollo tells his dead lover, Hyacinth: "You shall

stay / For ever in remembrance on my lips, / And you my lyre and you my song shall

hyrr.. / A new flower you shall be with letters marked / To imitate my sobs"

64etamgghoseg X 204-206). Milton's speaker most obviously cannot mock Christ as

Orpheus mocks his father. Rather, like Apollo, the focus of his plaint turns self-

centred; for it turns on the grief of the poet, not on the pain of its subject. "Me's"

and "my's" abound in this passage:

Me softer airs befit, and softer strings
Of Lute, or Viol still, more apt for mournful things.
Befriend me Night, best Pauoness of grief,
Over the Pole thy thickest mantle throw,
And work my flatter'd fancy to beliei
That Heav'n and Earth are colour'd with my woe;
My sorrows are too da¡k for day to know:
The leaves should all be black whereon I write,
And letters where my tears have washt, a wannish white.

Gbe Passion 27-35)

He is conscious, from the outset, of having to "tune my Song, / And set my Harp to

notes of saddest woe" (8-9). And so it is hardly surprising that this reluctant Orpheus

should say of Calvary that "these latter scenes confine my roving verse, / To this

Horizon is my Phoeþus bound" Gtte- föSton 22-23). For the plight of this God of

"poetry" threatens the poet himself.

Orpheus' only means of diverting grief--by exposing its folly in others--catches

up with him in the end. So, too, Milton's Orphic singer becomes his own parodic

Apollo before he ends the song to avoid the fate of Orpheus:
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Yet on the soft'ned Quarry would I score
My plaining verse as lively as before;
For sure so well instructed are my tears,
That they would fitly fall in order'd Characters. (46-49)

For Apollo's tears were "order'd" into characters after the death of Hyacinth, as he

"Inscribed upon the flower his lament, / 
^T 

AI, AI AI, and still the petals show / The

letters written there in words of woe" O4gtg¡qorphoses X 215-16). The necessiry of

Christ's death catches the Ovidian singer by surprise, as it were, since the inverse

logic of rhe story not only keeps the poet alive, but makes him seem as ridiculous as

Apollo was made to look. In Ovid's story, the god is mocked, but it is the poet who

dies. In Milton, on the other hand, the poet who survives the god is hardly a

substitute for deity.

The problem, restated in Christian terms, is precisely this renunciation of power

in the god's humble death which threatens the singer's poetics of i'control": "Yet more;

the stroke of death he must abide, / Then lies him meekly down fast by his Brethren's

side" (20-21). And so the Orphic singer tries to imagine that Christ merely played a

role: "Poor fleshly Tabernacle entered, / His starry front low-rooft beneath the skies; /

O what a Mask was there, what a disguise!" (17-19). For that reason, perhaps, he

never looks in the direction of the cross; neither is there a body in evidence in The

Passion, only "that sad Sepulchral rock / 'lhat was the Casket of Heav'n's richest

store" Gbç passion 43-4). In effect, the Orphic poet can only lose control if he

happens to look on death.

Grief is hardly as "easily beguil'd" in The Passion, then, as the singer concedes

in his final allusion. Though he might "work my flatter'd fancy" (31) to believe that

"th'infection of my sorrows loud / Had got a race of moumers on some pregnant
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cloud" (55-56), he is aware that, like lxion, he is guilty of fathering a monstrosity,

much as rhe centaurs were begotten on a cloudy imitation of Juno (I\tfelville,

Metamorphoses M4 n.2tl). Not surprisingly, the immoderate grief of the singer ends

in a memory of sexual guilt that was only temporarily deferred in the Orphic Hymn to

the Nativity.

Finally, The Passion concludes in the Poems of 1645 with a confession that

implies a true awareness of the problems raised: "This Subject the Author finding to

be above the years he had, when he wrote it, and nothing satisfied with what was

begun, left it unfinisht" (Hughes 63). In that volume, he draws a line under his Latin

imitations of Ovid, writing "Paid" to his debt and to a particular line of development:

These are the monuments to my wantonness that with a

perverse spirit and a trifling purpose I once erected.
Obviously, mischievous elror led me astray and my.
undisciplined youth was a vicious teacher until the shady
Academy offered its Socratic streams and taught me how
to escape from the yoke to which I had submitted. From
that hour those flames were extinct and thenceforward my
breast has been rigid under a thick case of ice, of which
the boy himself fears the frost for his a:rows, and Venus
herself is afraid of my Diomedean strength. (Flughes 61)

The references to Venus, Cupid, and the flames in his breast recall his old attraction to

the Ovidian art of parody, that "trifling purpose" which led him to write in Latin with

much of the same cleverness (or "perverse spirit") of the Master. The Nativiw Ode,

though grave and dignified, was itself a means of keeping his breast "rigrd under a

thick case of ice," of battling down the threatening power of Venus. Onty in The

Passion would he discover that his classical influences fundamentally betrayed his

Christian faith. Hence the failure of his Orphic "Passion."

This failure of The Passion nonetheless signals a new beginning for Milton's
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poeffy, even if it does not quite end the reliance on Ovidian imitation. But in his

final poems of elegiac exorcism, Milton now realizes that Ovid can no longer serve as

a model for his poetic growth. This does not mean that Milton refused to use Ovidian

situations and characters in his poetry, only that he refused to imitate classical thought

and style any longer to create his poetry. The youthful poet of the Latin elegies was a

classically trained and classically oriented poet. The poet of the Nativitv Ode and The

Passion proved himself to be partial still to the Ovidian music. Now, as Milton

retracts his faith in Orphic "ha.rmony," he must find a new poetic direction. It is this

direction which will be the focus of the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Orphic Parody: Exorcism and "something Like Prophetic Strain"

in L'Alleqro and Il Penseroso

Milton's poetic direction after the failure of The Passion has much to do with

how he saw himself. No longer could Orpheus provide a model for his poetic gowth.

His search for a new direction needed a conscious inward gaze and an expanded mind.

Milton accomplishes both of these objectives in his lyric companion poems by an

effort of will and the lessons he lea¡ned from the parodic style of Ovid. However,

this time, Milton's parody of the Master could only free him from his apprenticeship

to Ovid.

L'Allegro and Il Penseroso "still resist criticism's best efforts to appraise their

wealth" (t{ughes 67). This is due to a disregard for Milton's *ry sense of humour

and his disappointment over the failure of Orphic song in The Passion. Rosemond

Tuve remarks that "Every pleasure in each poem is a pleasure of the mind" (19). But

criticism's tendency to porray the companion poems as a poetically uplifting

experience for Milton has led Leslie Brisman to conclude: "In itself each poem is a

progress, covering a length of day and climbing to a poetic height" (227).

Contrary to this movement toward a "poetic height" is Gail Carrithers'

observation concerning Milton's parodic humour: "L'Alle$ro and Il Penseroso should

be understood as ironic ... Milton could be polite and witty and poetic in Italian. Had

he wanted to be impolite, blunt, and prosaic, he might have given English titles, not as

editors do in notes ('Happy Man' and 'Thoughtful Man'), but more like 'Sport' and
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'Muser,' almost 'Ninny' and 'Pedant'" (170). Carithers argues that the ironic titles

"betoken by their foreignness both the distance of what follows from the author and its

familiarity to him" (170). Milton may have projected a sense of distance by using

ironic titles but this "distance" is directly related to Milton's experiences with the type

of inspiration porrayed in the poems. If The Passion marks the failu¡e of Ovidian

Orphic poeury to maintain the "music swest" of the Nativiw Ode (94), it is worth

considering how the "irony" of the companion poems is directed at "Orpheus' self'

CIAIgæ 145) through the personae of L'Allegro and Il Penseroso. Indeed, before

Milton could begin again from the wreckage of The Passion, the old Orphic model

would need sweeping away. Milton does not rely on simple irony to do this but

constructs an elaborate parody designed to exorcise his old master.

The debate on the structure of the companion poems made .a considerable

advance when Thomas Greene wrote: "The figure who issues a challenge or proposes a

bargain in the final couplets is a figure we are not prepared for ... He is neither

I'allegro nor il penseroso but a third presence susceptible to the charm of the existence

of each" (172). This departure from the idea that the poems are pitted against each

other in the "poetic tradition of witty and paradoxical debate" fl-eishman 27) is

developed further by Greg Zacharias. Zacharias believes that Milton is the "rhird

presence" in the poems (6), and that Milton is creating "immortal verse by learning to

control his mind and mood and to gather, build, and release by will the poetic force

within him in a way that would impress even Orpheus" (9). The assumption of both

Greene and Zachaias is that Milton is actually attracted by Minh and Melancholy and

therefore must asse t "control" to overcome their temptation. However, if The Passion

showed Milton that Orphic control was faulty, that it could not create "immortal verse"
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within his Ch¡istian world, Milton could hardly be trying to "impress O4rheus."

Marilyn Williamson concludes of Orpheus "That he is the greatest of singers [which]

makes his legend particulary useful and significant as a framework for interpreting

them ll'Allesro and Il Penserosol" (386). Yet Orpheus provides little more in these

poems than a model which Milton mocks for its deficiencies. Mjlton does so by using

L'Allegro and Il Penseroso as ironic masks of the Orphic singer while he remains

behind them as a "thi¡d presence" to mock Ovidian and other classical conventions.

Like L'Allegro and Il Penseroso, Ovid's Orpheus invokes his own ironic,

"lighter" muse:

From Jove, great Mother Muse,
Inspire my song: To Jove all creatures bow;
Jove's might I've often hymned in days gone by.
I sang the giants in a graver theme
And bolts victorious in Phlegra's plains.
But now I need a lighter strain, to sing
Of boys beloved of gods and girls bewitched
By lawless fires who paid the price of lust.

O4etalqomnoses X 148-54)

Orpheus chose this style of invocation to mockingly contrast the dignity of Jove and

his "great" muse with the subject matter (Melville, Metamorphoses 433 n.148).

Milton's parody of Orpheus begins when L'Allegro rejects Melancholy in favour of

Mkth in much the same way Orpheus rejected the "graver theme":

In Stygian Cave forlorn
'Mongst horrid shapes, and shrieks, and sights unholy,

Find out some uncouth cell, ...
There under Ebon shades, and low-brow'd rocks,

As ragged as thy Locks,
In da¡k Cimmerian desert ever dwell.

But come thou Goddess fair and free. Gl{tlgg¡q 3-5, 8-11)

This invocation is later reversed as Il Penseroso in his turn banishes Mirth and invokes

his own muse:
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Hence vain deluding joys, ...

Dwell in some idle brain,
And fancies fond with gaudy shapes possess,

As thick and numberless
As the gay motes that people the Sunbeams,
Or likest hovering dreams,
The fickle Pensioners of Morpheus' train.
But hail thou Goddess, sage and holy. (Il penseroso 1, 5-11)

The imagery of both invocations suggests Ovid's story of Ceyx and Alcyone. The

"Cimmerian desert" recalls the death-like cave of the god, Sleep, where "around him

everywhere in various guise / Lie empty dreams" O4g¡e4grphoses X:I 6I2-L3).

Morpheus is the son of Sleep "who in skill / Excelled to imitate the human form"

@famorpb$gg XI 634-5). Both Mirth and Melancholy are banished to this "Stygian

Cave" where nothing is as it seems. False imitations of real art, the "horrid shapes"

and "gaudy shapes," abound as Milton opens the poems by suggesting the muses' fake

power.

This suggestion has its roots in Orpheus' "lighter strain" which mocks not only

Jove and his Muse, but Venus herself. Orpheus' song derides Venus' power to inspire

love through several songs of lust and desnucúon. The parody centres around Venus'

own manipulative and devastating inspiration. Myrrha is inspired by love to commit

incest with her father, conceiving Adonis through this union. Later in Orpheus' song,

Venus herself is accidentally struck by love and falls in love with the product of her

own machinations, Adonis:

Once, when Venus' son
Was kissing her, his quiver dangling down,
A jutting arrow, unbeknown, had grazed
Her breast. She pushed the boy away.
In fact the wound was deeper than it seemed ...
She shunned heaven too: to heaven she preferred
Adonis. Him she clung to, he was her
Constant companion. ${etamorpnoses X 525-527, 532-33)
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Adonis' death is the f,rnal song of Orpheus and it takes revenge upon Venus, showing

her as victim of her own power. It points out the ability of Venus to inspire only

death. As Orpheus mocked Venus' inspirational power, Milton also mocks Melancholy

and Mirth's ability to inspire their "strains" of poebry.

The description of both muses' lineage suggests the same incestuous and selfish

qualities that Venus possessed. Mirth is described as the daughter of Venus and

Bacchus: "heart easing Mirth, / Whom lovely Venus at a birth / To lvy-crowned

Bacchus bore" (!_penseroso 13-15). While Venus is known for her frequent

adulteries, Bacchus is a child of Jove's adultery with Semele @[g1glqgIphAggg III254-

322); patrtng Bacchus with Venus thus creates an incestuous relationship by having

Venus sleeping with her own grandson. The lineage of Melancholy is just as blatantly

incestuous:

Thee bright-hair'd Vesta long of yore,
To solitary Saturn bore;
His daughter she (in Saturn's reign,
Such mixture was not held a stain). (IlPenseroso 23-26)

The obvious narcissism connected with such an incestuous lineage cannot be

overlooked. While Stella Reva¡d might think that "Bacchus, paired with Venus

possesses none of the baleful aspects of the Bacchus of Milton's Mask, who mates

with the spellbinder Circe to produce Comus" (34I), the Ovidian subtext indicates a

determined effort to create an unhealthy coupling. Unwittingly, Revard suggests the

best reason for this effort: "Such fanciful mythologizing owes much to the myth books'

descriptive rather than proscriptive listings of 'possible parents' and to their tendency

to name a parent according to qualities that the child possesses" (341). If this is the

case, then Mirth and Melancholy can only be associated with na¡cissistic and
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incestuous passion.

The Orphic self-absorption of The Passion is now mockingly exposed in the

companion poems as each persona reflects the self-centred attitude of his muse.

L'Allegro orden Mirth to fulfill his needs:

Haste thee nymph, and bring with thee
Jest and youthful Jollity,
Quips and Cranks, and wanton Wiles,
Nods, and Becks, and Wreathed Smiles. Ø!çg¡g 25-28)

L'Allegro's greed is obvious and his high opinion of himself shows clearly as his list

of desires culminates in a bold, self-assured statement:

And in thy right hand lead with thee,
The Mountain Nymph, sweet LibertY;
And if I give thee honour due,
Mirth, admit me of thy crew
To live with her, and live with thee
In unreproved pleasures free. (]Léleæ 35-40)

L'Allegto's wish to live with "Liberty," however, is his unwitting demand to join the

wild Bacchic rites of self-indulgence. In Ovid's Metamomhoses, Bacchus is called

"Liber, throughout the lands of Greece" (IV 16-17), and his countenance like a "lovely

girl's" (fV 20) makes him seem himself like "the Mountain Nymph." But Bacchus'

followers, the Maenads, likewise held their wild rites in the mountains (Metamorphoses

Itr 701). Behind the ironic mask, then, Milton seems to use L'AIIegro as an unwitting

example of Orphic egocentrism and self-indulgence.

Milton's subtle strategy of mockery also ridicules Melancholy as Milton has Il

Penseroso cover her with black:

Staid Wisdom's hue.
Black, but in such as in esteem,
Prince Memnon's sister might beseem,
Or that Starr'd Ethiop Queen. (Il penseroso 16-19)
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The "Sta:r'd Ethiop Queen" is Cassiopeia (Flughes 72 n.79), whose lack of wisdom is

revealed by her daughter Andromeda: "She told her n¿une, her country and the tale /

Of her proud mother's beauty--boast and bane" (Mgtggqrphoses IV 686-88). However,

this irony pales beside Il Penseroso's statement that Melancholy should have the same

esteem as "Prince Memnon's sister." Milton created another lineage for Mirth in

L'Allesro indicating that she was born by "Tnphyr with Aurora playing" (19). In

Ovid's Metamorphoses, Prince Memnon is the son of Aurora and Tithonus QilII 576-

622). The fact that Mirth is the sister of Prince Memnon creates great irony mocking

Il Penseroso's own lack of wisdom in selecting his muse. His obvious self-importance

is devastatingly undercut by Il Penseroso's ultimate "praise" of Melancholy: "Yet thou

art higher far descended" G-Penseroso. 22).

In contrast to L'Allesro, which initially focuses on the wild rites of Bacchus

and light fancies, Il Penseroso dwells upon the diseased side of passion. Afær

describing Melancholy's incestuous parentage, Il Penseroso still hopes that such a

bastard could remain a "pensive Nun, devout and pure" (31). The term "Nun" is

hardly sympathetic, making the persona describe Melancholy in rather dubious terrns:

Keep thy wonted state,
With ev'n step, and musing gait,
And looks commercing with the skies,
Thy rapt soul sitting in thine eyes:
There held in holy passion srill,
Forget thyself to Marble, till
With -a sad Leaden downward cast,
Thou fix them on the earth as fast. (ILpensgroso 37-44)

Such "looks commercing with the skies" recalls Ovid's Aglauros who, because she

would not let Mercury see her sister except for gold, was inflicted with maddening

envy and tumed to stone:
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She did not try to speak,
Nor, had she tried, was way still left for words.
Her throat, mouth, lips were ha¡dened into stone;
And there, a lifeless statue she remained,
Nor was it white, but with her dark thoughts stained.

O4qtamgrphoses tr 829-32)

This theme of diseased passion is complicated further when the persona asks

Melancholy to bring silence "lÆss Philomel will deign a song, / In her sweetest,

saddest plight" (!-penseroso 55-57). Of course, the "plight" of Philomel in Ovid's

Metamorphoses is not only the tale of rape, lust, and disfigurement, but of infanticide

(vr 412-674).

Milton's mockery of the characters in his poems extends further to the very

type of poetry each muse offers. Behind the mask of L'Allegro Milton is able to

show the general ineffectuality of Mirth's inspiration; unwittingly the persona reveals

Mirth's futility by admitting his enduring sadness: "To hea¡ the Lark begin his flight ...

/ Then to come in spite of sorrow, / And at my window bid good morrow" (!!\þg¡g

41, 45-6). Mirth is simply unable to replace the persona's "sorrow" with her

inspiration; she is made the butt of a type of Orphic mocking, much like Venus whose

"inspiration" only leads to sorrow and death.

This ineffective inspiration can be clearly seen in the dream visions of each

persona. Herbert Phelan stresses that "Milton does not let us see the persona in all the

scenes, but rather lets us see him as physically present in only some of them, while

other scenes are viewed as only figmenrs of his imagination" (4). Thomas Embry

paints a delightfully sinful picture of L'Allegro's dream world: "Although many of the

pleasures the mirthful man enjoys seem beyond reproof, others have a definite

seductive potential. They include drinking, dancing, soft music, lavish court
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entertainments such as feasts and masques where beautiful women are plentiful" (505)'

However, the seductive quality of L'Allegro's poem is overshadowed by the images of

death and unrequited love which Milton allusively employs.

L'Allegro's vision of Mirth's world hints, for example, at a world of death in

the most simple scenes of Pastoral:

While the Plowman near at hand
Whistles o'er the Furrow'd Land,
And the Milkmaid singeth blithe,
And the Mower whets his scYthe,

And every ShePherd tells his tale
Under the Hawthom in the dale. (]llnilegro 64-69)

Besides the obvious image of death as a mower with his scythe, Milton recalls the

problem of Spenser's Shepheardes Calender. Colin Clout, contemplating his coming

death, complains of Love:

The gentle shepheard satte beside a springe'
Alt in the shadowe of a bushye brere ...

There as he satte in secreate shade alone,
Thus gan he make of loue his piteous mone. ("December" l-2, 5-6)

This recurring imagery of Orphic self-pity and Colin's "sommer worne away and

waSted''@''December''97)doesnotSuggeStthe''seductive''spirit

of L'Allesro, but a self-destructive side to Mirth's inspiration.

Other pastoral images which L'Allegro introduces in his musings are likewise

deceptively innocent, masking Milton's parody:

Hard.by, a Cottage chimney smokes,
From betwixt two aged Oaks,
Where Corydon and ThYrsis met,
Are at their savory dinner set

Of Herbs, and other Country Messes,
Which the neat-handed Phillis dresses;

And then in haste her Bow'r she leaves,
With Thestylis to bind the Sheaves. GIA!çg¡q 81-88)
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In Theocritus' Idvll I, Thyrsis is asked by an unnamed goatherd to sing of Daphnis,

who died because he loved. Afterward, they sit down to "count y messes": "A mouth

so sweet!--may it be filled with honey, / Thrysis! Yes, honeycomb--and the sweet figs

/ Of Aegilus be your food" (Idylb I 154-56). Virgil rewrote Theocritus' Idyll I by

prssenting Thyrsis and Corydon (a goatherd) competing in a poetry contest in which

Corydon states: "Phyllis loves the hazel and while Phyllis loves them, neither the

myrtle nor laurel of Phoebus shall outlive the hazel" @lqeues VII 63-69). Phyllis,

who is connected to Thestylis in Milton's poem, is helped by Theocritus's Thestylis to

cast a spell on a man to bind him in love:

Where are the laurels? Bring them me, Thestylis.
Where are the philtres?
V/reathe crimson wool, the choicest, round the bowl;
charms
I'll bind on the man, my lover and my bane! (II 1.3)

Milton's poem carefully uses these images to suggest that the cheerful "song" is more

properly identified with darker elements of witchcraft.

L'Allegro's pastoral scene is innocently transformed into a counbry dance where

"young and old come forth to play, I On a Sunshine Holiday" (!þllgsro 97-98). But

this innocuous scensry veils a self-interest which is prevalent in L'Allegro's attitude.

He envisions gathering around some drinks to tell tales:

Then to the Spicy Nut-brown Ale,
With stories told of many a feat,
How -Faery Mab the junkets eat;
She was pincht and pull'd she said. el{&æ 100-104)

InShakespoaIe's@ry,MercutiotellsofthefairyMabwhomakes

everyone dream accordinþ to his own self-interest:

And in this state she gallops night by night
Through lover's brains, and then they dream of love;
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O'er courtiers' knees, that dream on cur'sies straight;
O'er lawyer's fingers, who straight dream on fees;
O'er ladies' lips, who straight on kisses dream ...
This is the hag, when maids lie on their backs,
That presses them and leams them first to bear,
Making them women of good carriage. (I iv 70-4, 92-4)

The vulgar and even libidinous selfishness Fairy Mab inspires reflects directly on

Mirth's inspiration as she motivates L'Allegro to dream of his own poetic needs.

Soon after, L'Allegro's dream vision turns to night and "thus done the Tales, to

bed they creep, / By whispering Winds soon lull'd asleep" Gl¿]]gg¡q 115-16). A

dream within a dream follows as L'Allegro pictures a romantic scene of chivaþ:

Tow'red Cities piease us then,
And the busy hum of men,
Where throngs of Knights and Barons bold ...
both contend
To win her Grace whom all commend. (Ll$llgp LI7-19, 123-24)

This ideal scene is rad,ically altered by L'Allegro's introduction of the classical god of

marriage:

There let Hymen oft appear
In Saffron robe, with Taper clear,
And pomp, and feast, and revelry,
With mask, and antique Pageantry--
Such sights as youthful Poets dream. GéUggq 125-29)

Hymen's imagery is borrowed directly from Oqpheus and Eurydice's ill-omened

wedding in the Metamorphoses:

Thence Hymen came, in saffron mantle clad ...
but no hallowed words
He brought nor happy smiles nor lucky sign;
Even the torch he held sputtered throughout. (X 1, 4-6)

L'Allegro seems to suggest that within his dream the marriage of Orpheus and

Eurydice is restored because the "Taper" is now clear. Bu! just when we might

expect the restoration of Orphic harmony, Milton sets up the deluded L'Allegro with
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an anticipation of his own delusion and failure with Orphic poetry.

"Ever against eating Cares," demands L'Allegro, "Lap me in ,oft Lydian Airs, /

Married to immortal verse" (!'l\lþæ 135-37). Christopher Grose observes that

L'Allegro's demand seems hedonistic rather than poetic: "Even without the specific

mention of music, we are not fff in this passago from the traditional view of Plato that

the Lydian mode promoted drunkenness, effeminacy, and inactivity" (188). L'Allegro's

idea of the Orphic harmony turns out to be no more than Milton's parody of the usual

"Lydian" music. For it is

Such as the meeting soul may pierce
In notes, with many a winding bout
Of linked sweetness long drawn out
V/ith wanton heed and giddy cunning,
The melting voice through mazes running. Cry ß8-42)

The imagery of disease, picked up in both "bout" and "long drawn out," ends the lines

and mocks L'A1legro's sick, deficient music. Worse, the music which the "meeting

soul" must "pierce" is incompatible with the "soft Lydian Airs" which preceded it.

However, this reference to Lydian music may also suggest the poetic contest between

Pan and Apollo in Lydia, under the "crags of Timolus" @[glêlqgfu,Sgg XI 151),

where Pan, "on his rustic reeds / And with his uncouth song entranced the king

[Midas]" C4e¡elqqlphosgt XI 161-62). Like Midas, Orpheus is punished for his

preference for "lighter strains," suggesting that L'Allegro is due, as well, for judgment.

But the very.worst is reached when L'Allegro calls on this "wanton" and

"grddy" music to untwist

All the chains that tie
The hidden soul of harmony;
That O¡pheus' self may heave his head
From golden slumber on a bed. GSttegro 143-46)
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The crude imitation of Ovid's story of Orpheus, whose head was cut off and sent

down a stream to Lesbos' isle (M-glgrnglpbose,g XI 55), Iends a gruesome end"ing to

-' , , . . L'Allegro'.:_ 
l.qg1l.rr.^lgly- 

pleasant vision, not only dividing "Orpheus' self' syntactically

from "his head," but making him heave it as well. The irony in L'Allegro's

suggestion that the revived Orpheus would hear through the poeury of Mirth "Such

strains as would have won the ear / Of Pluto, to have quite set free /His half-

regained Eurydice" @'¡!!gp 148-50) only further mocks Mirth's ineffectiveness. The

subjunctive mood is a conclusive reminder of Oqpheus' unfinished task, and of

L'Allegro's impotency and delusion. And so L'Allegro himself is left to address his

own muse conditionally: "These delights if thou canst give, / Mirth, with thee I mean

to live" Gl{lgg¡q 151-52). Consciously aware of the failure of this muse, Milton

himself undercuts any possibility of "living" with her, or of singing her heedless song.

In effect, Milton exorcises from his poetry the comic muse of Orphic poetry.

Il Penseroso, as we have seen, shares an undertone of mockery with L'Allegro.

The invocation, the description of Melancholy's lineage, and her characterization as a

muse of envy, lust and prostituted passion, all point to a parody of the classical muse.

However, the mask of II Penseroso used by Milton stands out as a subtly different

cha¡acter. Don Cameron Allen suggests that "Il Penseroso is the poem of a poet who

has found his way" (11). V/hile this conclusion may be hasty, Il Penseroso does show

a marked tone of contemplation.

As in L'AlleEro, the d¡eam vision of the persona exhibits his cha¡acter and

needs. I1 Penseroso's attitude of contemplation can be found in his second dream

'vision at line 85 (Phelan 15). Within this d¡eam is a remarkably serious search for the

fate of the soul:
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Or let my Lamp at midnight hour,
Be seen in some high lonely Tow'r,
Where I may oft outwatch the Bear,
V/ith th¡ice great Hermes, or unsphere
The spirit of Plato to unfold
What Vy'orlds, or what vast Regions hold
The immortal mind that hath forsook
Her mansions in this fleshly nook. Gj_penseroso 85-92)

Il Penseroso's desire is rema¡kably like that expressed in Milton's earlier prose. In his

Second Prolusion, Milton articulates his desire to search out the harmony of the

spheres:

no sacred and arcane mystery is ever revealed to vulgar
ears without being somehow wrapped up and veiled. The
g¡eatest of Mother Nature's interpreters, Plato, ... has told
us that certain sirens have their respective seats on every
one of the heavenly spheres and hold both god and men
bound by the wonder of their utterly harmonious song.

(Hughes 603)

In his quest for similar knowledge, Il Penseroso would appear to be reading Plato and

Hermes Trismegistus (Hughes 74 n.88), as well as Greek tragedies: "Sometime let

Gorgeous Tragedy / In Scepter'd PaIl come sweeping by / presenting Thebes, or

Pelops' line" (I|bæ!s 97-99). We, however, as readers of Milton's early works,

might recall the figure of Tragedy from Elesia Prima who "tosses her blood-stained

scepfre in her frenzy" (37). In other words, I1 Penseroso would seem to share some of

the qualities of young Milton himself before the failure of The Passion. How Milton

now regards his younger seif by means of the mask of Il Penseroso helps to elaborate

a wider parody of Melancholy, though it also suggests new directions for his poetry.

Having invoked his Muse in much the same way as L'Allegro, and having

stated his intention to search for the fate of the soul, Il Penseroso has likewise to

consider, if not to concede his muses's lack of power. He declares unwillingly: "But,
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O sad Virgin, that thy power / Might raise Musaeus from his bower, / Or bid the soul

of Orpheus sing" G]_penseroso 104-6). The dilemma is clear as GaIe Carrithers has

noticed: "But Melancholy cannot raise Musaeus nor secure a song from murdered

Orpheus, any more than Mirth can anesthetize with Lydian airs, at least not for Milton

or his speakers" (I74). The songs and tales which Melancholy "might" be able to

raise are all less than complete. The failed Orphic music which "Drew Iron tears

down Pluro's cheek, / And made Hell grant what Love did seek" (It penseroso 106-7),

is just as half-finished as the Squire's tale of Chaucer: "Or call up him that left half

told / The story of Cambuscan bold" (!-penseroso 109-10). Melancholy's inability to

raise the harmony needed for serious poetry is recognized at this point in the poem by

Il Penseroso, though it is followed by recollections of Orpheus's continuing self-

interest which undercuts Il Penseroso's serious search.

Il Penseroso thus dedicates his whole philosophical quest to Melancholy in

unwittingly parodic terns:

Thus night oft see me in thy pale career,
Till civil-suited Morn appear,
Not trickt and frounc't as she was wont
With the Attic Boy to hunt,
But kerchieft in a comely cloud. üpenseroso I2l-25)

The story of Cephalus and Procris in Ovid's Metamorphoses tells of Cephalus'

abduction by Aurora, the dawn (VII 670-865). Though the sexual threat of the "Morn"

is determinedly masked by "civil-suited" garb, new clothing cannot hide all memory of

Cephalus who was prompted, however unwittingly, to kill his wife Procris. Even as

Aurora brought Cephalus nothing but trouble, so too the muse of Melancholy who

appears to I1 Penseroso like Aurora can only promise disaster.

Il Penseroso's seH-interest, reflected most obviously in his demanding tone, is
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thus no more than a reflection of his muse's own (Aurora-like) self-interest. At dawn,

Melancholy is expected to perform: "And when the Sun begins to fling / His flaring

beams, me Goddess bring / To arched walks of twilight groves" Gl_penseroso 131-33).

The orders given throughout the poem echo L'Allegro's forceful tone: "Come pensive

Nun" (31), "Come, but keep thy wonted state" (37), "Hide me from Day's garish eye"

(141). The unfulfilled I1 Penseroso continues to demand of Melancholy the inspiration

he seeks. However, the images throughout the poem suggest that she can only bring

disastrous passion and death, on the order of Orpheus's "lighter" muse.

The danger of Melancholy's type of inspiration is finally revealed in Il

Penseroso's wish to be taken to a covert where he believes the inspiration he seeks

will be found:

ro arched warks 
"r 

,#tig1ii1""i'"f"t
Of Pine and monumental Oak,
'Where the rude Axe with heaved stroke
Was never heard the Nymphs to daunt,
Or fright them from their hallow'd haunt.
There in close covert by some Brook,
V/here no profaner eye may look. Llenselglg 132-40)

This scene recalls the story of Acteon and Diana in the Metamorphoses where Acteon

"idly wandenng / Through unknown clearings in the forest, found / The sacred grove"

(trI 175-76). Acteon is unfortunate enough to see Diana naked and is changed into a

deer and subsequently killed by his own hunting dogs GI ß2-252). This allusion

expresses the danger of Melancholy's potential self-righteousness and treacherous

revenge. In his own self-interest Il Penseroso has unwiuingly become an Acteon-like

victim of Melancholy's self-important inspiration.

Il Penseroso desperately attempts to conjure a new road to inspiration by
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alluding to the story of Ceyx and Alcyone. He asks of Melancholy:

Entice the dewy-feather'd Sleep;
And let some mysterious dream
Wave at his Wings in Airy stream,
Of lively portraiture display'd,
Softly on my eyelids laid. Glpenserogq 146-50)

In Ovid's Metamomhoses, Morpheus is sent to Alcyone by Sleep to tell her of the

death of Ceyx @g:amqrphogq XI 633-749). Morpheus comes "through the dewy dark

on noiseless wings" Qil 650). The effects of Morpheus' dream on Alcyone is initially

one of such dreadful grief that she is changed into a bird whose calls are "Sad

plaintive cries that seemed to speak of grief' CXI 733). But "at last for pity's sake /

The gods changed both to birds," (XI741,-42) and Alcyone finds consolation for her

loss. The question is whether "the dewy-feathered Sleep" can offer consolation at all

to Il Penseroso.

The persona awakes from his dream cailing for the music he craves and refers

to an invisible messenger or source of this music:

And as I wake, sweet music breathe
Above, about, or underneath,
Sent by some spirit to mortals good,
Or th'unseen Genius of the V/ood. ([]_Penseroso 151-54)

The "unseen Genius" seems to mark a departure from Ovidian precedent, a tuming

away from the unmasking of pagan self-interest to christian symbolism:

But let my due feet never fail
To walk the srudious Cloister's pale,
And love the high embowed Roof,
With antic Pillars massy proof,
And storied windows richly dight,
Casting a dim religious light.
There let the pealing Organ blow
To the full voic'd Choir below,
In Service high and Anthems clea¡. Gl_penseroSg 155-63)
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David Miller concludes from this that "the delights of L'Allegro are real and valued,

but like the glories of ancient Greece they cannot stand against Christian contemplation

... It is Il Penseroso who represents the proper Christian pattern" (37). However, the

"Ch¡istian" II Penseroso continues to display the same self-centredness and demanding

tone that he did in the beginning of the poem: "through mine ear, / Dissolve me into

ecstasies, / And bring all Heav'n before mine eyes" Gl-Penseroso 1,64-66). The

persona is not interested in Christian values but in the pursuit of sensation,

commanding "all Heav'n" to appear "before mine eyes." The self-centred persona, in

other words, is another magus, like the Orphic singer of the Nativitv Ode, who seeks

control over nature, but whose demands on "Hsav'n" expose the presumption of this

god-playing singer.

Nor do the monkish suroundings of Il Penseroso conceal his attempt to work

black magic:

And may at last my weary age
Find out the peaceful hermitage,
The Hairy Gown and Mossy Cell,
Where I may sit and rightly spell
Of every Star that Heav'n doth shew,
And every Herb that sips the dew. Gl penseroSg 167-72)

Earlier in the poem, the persona had already hinted at his interest in having

companions who are very much like Medea: "While Cynthia checks her Dragon yoke,

/ Gently o'er th' accustomed Oak" @en-seroso 59-60). In the Metamorphoses,

Medea drives "her dragon team" (VII 220) out to find those herbs which she will use

to resrurect Aeson, "weary and wom / By weight of years" (VfI 163), to a new youth;

even "the dragons, though untouched / Save by the wafting odour of those herbs, I yet

sloughed their aged skin of many years" Nf n637). So I1 Penseroso seems to end
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not as a Ch¡istian mystic but as a magus controlling the powers of death which

Orpheus failed to manage.

Or would control, except that Milton undercuts the pretense of fulfillment with

its simulacrum: "Till old experience do attain / To something like Prophetic strain" @

Penseroso 173-4). The phrase, "something like," completely deflates Il Penseroso's

final self-promotion; he is unable to achieve "Prophetic strain," so he settles for

something less. Behind the mask of Il Penseroso, Milton completes the poem with a

double parody on Il Penseroso and Melancholy: "These pleasures Melancholy g¡ve, /

And I with thee will choose to live" GL pe¡æiøq 175-6). The demanding tone of the

lines mocks Il Penseroso's attitudes, but the fact that Melancholy is unable to give the

pleasures Il Penseroso demands mocks her as well.

In conclusion, the irony which drives both the companion poems reveals

Milton's parodic design. An exorcism of Mirth and Melancholy through parody of

their ineffective poetic inspiration reveals his efforts to rid himself of his old poetic

model, Ovid's Orpheus. Milton uses the personae, L'Allegro and Il Penseroso, to

porEay the egocentrism, the dangers of sexuai licentiousness, and the morbid passion

which form the foundation for Orphic poetry. Having exorcised this muse from his

own mind, Milton uses the masks of the personae to express the falsity of philosophic

symbolism and its inability to inspire the "prophetic strain." Howsver, by anticipating

another type of immortal music, Milton displays his own desire to achieve poetic

harmony.

Marilyn Wiiliamson tries to paint Milton's new poetic direction at this point as

Orphic: "The songs celebrated by the two poems share their power in and their

importance to human life, but they have different goals and effects on man's existence
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and experience. They represent complementary rather than competing values. That

Orpheus was capable of both makes him a logical transition between the two poems"

(386). But Orpheus is the logical link between the two poems only because the poems

share a parodic view of the Orphic singer; they represent similar directions in poetic

inspiration only by their failure to inspire immortal music.

The failure of the Orphic singer to achieve the "Prophetic strain" left Milton

with a ready-made task. Since imitating Orphic music led to defeat and death, he

knew that poetic immortality could not be gained through classical imitaúon, but only

through the true "Prophetic strain" of Christian revelation. Though Lycidas would still

involve "one long act of contradiction" (Evans L2), it is no longer a contradiction of

Ovid that is required before he can create prophetic verse but a parody of pastoral

elegy, particularly in the work of Theocritus and Virgil. Here, J. M. Evans's The

Road Past Horton (1983) is the definitive study of a parallel, but distinctly separate,

act of poetic subversion which frees the classical imitator to be a Christian poet.
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Conclusion

The exorcism of Ovidian influences from Milton's poetry represents both an end

and a beginning in his quest for the "Prophetic strain." However, it does not mark the

end of the parodic and imitative techniques he developed in his early poetry. J.

Martin Evans notices a simila¡ use of imitation and parodic inversion in Lvcidas as is

displayed by L'Allegro and Il Penseroso: "Milton's poem seems to have been written

against the tradition of the pastoral elegy, contra such poems as Theocritus' first Idyl

and Virgil's tenth Eclogue . . . Lycidas marks a crucial peripeteia in Milton's own

career, signalling a major reve¡sal in his values and in the subsequent course of his

life" (12). Milton seems well-versed in a parodic mode of writing as he turns his

talents upon Theocritus and Virgil's pastoral elegy. What Evans fails to realize, even

though his argument about Lvcidas is correct, is that Milton had undergone a similar

crisis in his earlier poetry. 'When Milton writes against the "Orphic" influence of Ovid

in L'Allegro and Il Penseroso he is undergoing a comparable "ps¡¡pglg¡e" to that which

Lvcidas displays. The pastoral elegies of Theocritus and Virgil present but the second

instance of Milton's need to exorcise all pagan influences from his verse.

The student of Milton might now ask, "What about Comus?" The classical

influences seem to abound in the masque's use of mythology: "The traditional

interpretation of the myth of Circe commended itself to Milton as inevitably as it had

to Ariosto, Tasso, Spenser and others for the presentation of virtue's conflict with

sensuality" (Bush, Mythology 277). Among the many Ovidian myths used is the

Narcissus and Echo story from the Metamorphoses; here the Lady's own "Song"
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connects her with the self-loving, seif-interested Narcissus and reminds the reader of

the companion poems, L'Allegro and Il Penseroso. "Sweet Echo," whom the Lady

addresses, is not the Lady herself, but the "Sweet Queen of Parley" (241) who is

supposed to "tell me of a gentle Pair / That likest thy Narcissus are" (236-37). The

Lady, playing Narcissa to her brothers' Narcissus, reminds us of the same self-loving

and incestuous attitudes found in the companion poems. As Comus is a perfect

counterpart for L'Allegro's wanton self-interest, so too is the Lady a true analogue for

Il Penseroso's mystic self-interest. Her na¡cissistic arguments for chastity ironicatly

strain her quest for virtuous perfection. However, since Milton reworks the themes of

L'Allegro and Il Penseroso in the form of a Jonsonian masque, I exclude it on two

grounds: it has no formal precedent in Ovid or any other classical model, and Milton

has already performed the same type of parodic exorcism in lyric,. rather than dramaúc

form.

V/hat is most imporrant is that Milton's parodic style remains unchanged after

L'Allesro and Il Penseroso. His method in Comus is followed by a similar type of

parody in Lvcidas. Evans' comment on this subject could be applied to many of the

earlier poems: "Over and over again what strikes us is not so much the appropriateness

as the glaring inappropriateness of Milton's allusions to the works of his predecessors"

@vans 11). Of course, what seems inappropriate is really only Milton's parodic

inversion of sources which traditionally lead to poetic achievemenl This method

invariably led Milton to complex structures of parody which enabled him to experience

and invert a number of sub-genres, from amatory elegy to ode to lyric, before he

turned to pastoral elegy in Lycidas. And there, we might enlarge upon Evans: "one of

the reasons that Lvcidas has attracted so much annotation is that it confronts the reader
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with a series of riddles, each of which must be solved before he can gain admittance

to the poem's private cente" (22). For the riddle of Milton's poetry up to Il

Penseroso suggests a poet who is learning that he may not attain to "something like

Prophetic strain" by fotlowing his Latin and Greek models.

Joseph V/ittreich suggests the Ch¡istian poet's true alternative in his book

Visionarv Poetics: "To be sure, Renaissance poetics is conditioned by classicism; yet

that classicism is modified by a tradition of biblical aesthetics that would turn poets to

prophecy, encouraging them, as it did Milton, to pattern a sacred poetry, as well as a

visionary poetics, upon it" (xix). The "tradition of biblical aesthetics" is less evident,

however, in Milton's early development, than a "Renaissance poetics" which is

grounded, to an unusual degree, on Ovid's parodic Amores rather than on the

allegorical and mythological Metamorphoses, more common to Elizabethan poets: "For

Elizabethan orthodoxy concerning Ovid one may turn back to Golding's 'Epistle' and

'Preface,' where the translator expounds his author's 'dark Philosophie.' He marches

resolutely through the fifteen books, demonsÍating the moral lessons to the tales,

reducing them to 'ryght of Christian law.' Ovid is reconciled with the Bible quite

satisfactorily" (Bush, Mvtholoev 7 1).

V/ittreich is hardly mistaken in his general belief that Milton progressed to a

new poetic understanding before Lvcidas: "If L'Alle$ro and I1 Penseroso are about a

progress anticipated, Lycidas is about a progress accomplished" (81). It is less easy,

however, to credit Wittreich's idea that Milton retains his confidence in his Ovidian

model afær Il Penseroso: "his confidence in the power of song buoyed by the story of

' Orpheus' success in liberating Eurydice from Pluto, Milton now is ready to unleash his

power, his poetry, upon the world" (81). For, "by focusing upon the one episode in
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Orpheus' career which suggested that in the final analysis poetry was powerless to

affect history, Milton was not only expressing his poetic originatity; he was giving the

lie to one of the most revered beliefs in European literary culture" @vans 39). Milton

evidently still cherished such beliefs in the Nativitv Ode, but after the failure of The

Passion, the "progress anticipated" is exposed as a lie in L'Alleero and Il Penseroso.

The final result turns out to be the failure of Orpheus, finally recalled without disguise

or ironic ambivalence in Lvcidas: "What could the Muse herself that Omheus bore, /

The Muse herself, for her enchanting son / Whom Universal nature did lament?" (58-

60) The truth of the matter is that Orpheus had died in Milton's poery quite some

time before he came to write Lvcidas.

After Il Penseroso, the idea that "only through Christ is there to be a fulfillment

of prophetic expectations" (Wittreich 84) dictated Milton's decision to tum to pastoral

elegy in his search for the true "Shepherd" of prophecy. And so his exorcism of

Theocritus and Virgil in Lvcidas begins the second stage in his use of parody as a

"paradoxical strategy of repetition as a source of freedom" (Hutcheon 10). But if

"Ly@, represents a vastly magnified example of the geme" @vans 10) of pastoral

elegy held up under the distorting lens of parody, both the lens itself and the spirit of

comic distortion were formed in Milton's Latin elegies and in L'Alleqro and II

Penseroso.

The finely crafted lens of parody allowed Milton to close a chapter on his

poetic career and to envision a new "Christian revelation." "Like the earlier poems,

however, Lycidas also mirrors 'the process of a whole day from morning, through

noon, to evening and night," writes Wittreich, "and correspondingly, when vision is

achieved, it comes to the poet not in the blaze of noon but when the sun is about to
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set, all this in accordance with John Smith's proposition that divine light rises on the

horizon at the very moment that natural light goes out, in the moment that the

prophet's own human light sets" (82). The passing of the day is symbolically

significant as a reminder of Milton's past achievements and the coming of new

mysteries which he will uncover. In Lvcidas, the "Prophetic strain" of the aspiring

prophet is glimpsed on a far horizon. The process of gaining experience through

imitation begins anew with the music of Christian prophecy in mind.
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